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Abstract: The Railroad hour was a program which presented excerpts of famous musical comedies, as well as original stories, for radio audiences. Each half-hour episode of the program presented the highlights of one musical. Gordon MacRae was the host and leading man for each episode; his leading ladies came from radio and the Metropolitan Opera.
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Creator History
Jerome Lawrence and Robert Lee were a creative team who wrote, adapted, and produced scripts for radio broadcasts, television programs, and musical theatre productions from the 1940's into the 1970's. Lawrence and Lee began their collaboration with the Armed Forces Radio Service (AFRS), which they helped to create in 1942. While with the AFRS, they wrote a wide variety of programs that were broadcast to troops overseas - comedy programs, dramatic programs, and informational programs - including such titles as Command performance, Yarns for Yanks, and Mail call. After the war, Lawrence and Lee continued their collaboration, working in commercial radio and producing such programs as The Railroad hour, Request performance, Favorite story, and Young love. At the same time, they began to write musicals and television scripts, such as the television adaptation of James Hilton's Lost horizon, which was aired under the title Shangri-La, and the musical production of Auntie Mame. Overall, Lawrence and Lee produced many major works for radio, television and stage. Both Lawrence and Lee were active in later years as teachers and lecturers, giving talks to a wide range of academic and industry groups, both domestic and international.

Custodial History
The collection was a gift of Jerome Lawrence and Robert E. Lee.

Scope and Content Note
The Lawrence and Lee collection includes a broad sampling of the material that this important team created for radio, television, and the stage. Included in the collection are complete holdings for The Railroad hour, Favorite story, and Young love, as well as representative holdings for Request performance, Hallmark playhouse, A Date with Judy, and numerous other programs. Holdings from their later activities include tapes of interviews with and lectures by one or both men, as well as private recordings that document the development of scripts and stories for Auntie Mame, Shangri-La, and The Gang's all here. All programs that Lawrence and Lee wrote or produced for the Armed Forces Radio Service have been cataloged separately as part of The Armed Forces Radio Service collection of broadcast recordings. For complete information about AFRS recordings donated by Lawrence and Lee, see the AFRS finding aid in *L(Special) 88-31.

Container List

Series I: A date with Judy (Radio program). 1942

*A Date with Judy* was a teenage situation comedy which was broadcast over NBC and ABC intermittently from June 24, 1941 to May 25, 1950. The cast of 1942 included Dellie Ellis as Judy, Stanley Farrar as Mr. Foster, and Louise Erickson as Mitzi. The collection contains one broadcast and four rehearsals.
The series is arranged chronologically.

**Broadcast.** August 15, 1942

*LT-10 4115 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, glass-based acetate, mono. ; 16 in.)*

**Rehearsal.** August 8, 1942

*LT-10 10176 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, glass-based acetate, mono. ; 16 in.)*

**Rehearsal.** August 20, 1942

*LT-10 10176 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, glass-based acetate, mono. ; 16 in.)*

**Rehearsal.** August 27, 1942

*LT-10 10177 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, glass-based acetate, mono. ; 16 in.)*

**Rehearsal.** September 3, 1942

*LT-10 10177 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, glass-based acetate, mono. ; 16 in.)*

Series II: Bullock’s Show (Radio program). 1943-1944

This series includes radio broadcasts from 1943 and 1944, and includes such performers as Norman Corwin, Lillian Gish, and Vincent Price.
The series is arranged alphabetically.

**Lord Haw-Haw will not be heard tonight.** June 20, 1944

*LT-10 10175 (1 sound disc : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate, mono. ; 16 in.)*
Corwin, Norman


**Mr. Shakespeare.** June 27, 1944

*LT-10 10195 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, glass-based acetate, mono. ; 16 in.)*
Price, Vincent

Series II: Bullock's Show (Radio program). (cont.)

Thunder in spring., July 4, 1944
*L T-10 10191 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, glass-based acetate, mono. ; 16 in.)
Gish, Lillian, 1893-1993

The world we are fighting for., March 12, 1943
*L T-10 4114
*L T-10 10190 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, glass-based acetate, mono. ; 16 in.)

The world we are fighting for., March 19, 1943
*L T-10 10164 (1 sound disc : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, glass-based acetate, mono. ; 16 in.)

The world we are fighting for., March 25, 1943
*L T-10 10191 (2 sound discs, 33 1/3 rpm, mono. ; 16 in.)

The world we are fighting for., June 4, 1943
*L T-10 10190 (1 sound disc : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, glass-based acetate, mono. ; 16 in.)

The world we are fighting for., June 11, 1943
*L T-10 10190

Series III: Favorite Story (Radio program).
Favorite Story was a radio program which featured adaptations of literary works for radio. Stories were selected by celebrities of the period, and adapted by Jerome Lawrence and Robert E. Lee. Each program presents a one half-hour radio play in its entirety. The host was Ronald Colman.
The series is arranged alphabetically.

Aladdin.
*LK-16 1 (2 sound discs, 33 1/3 rpm ; 16 in.)
Hornsby, RogerColman, Ronald
Story selected by Roger Hornsby. Ronald Colman, host. Disc nos. 59 & 60.

Alice in Wonderland.
*LK-16 1 (2 sound discs, 33 1/3 rpm ; 16 in.)
Berlin, Irving, 1888-1989Colman, Ronald
Series III: Favorite Story (Radio program). (cont.)

**Arabian nights.**
*LK-16 1 (2 sound discs, 33 1/3 rpm ; 16 in.)*
Thomas, Lowell, 1894-1968
Coleman, Ronald
Story selected by Lowell Thomas. Ronald Coleman, host. Disc nos. 9 & 10.

**Around the world in eighty days.**
*LK-16 1 (2 sound discs, 33 1/3 rpm ; 16 in.)*
Rickenbacker, Eddie, 1890-1973
Colman, Ronald
Story selected by Eddie Rickenbacker. Ronald Colman, host and star. Disc nos. 97 & 98.

**The Aspern papers.**
*LK-16 1 (2 sound discs, 33 1/3 rpm ; 16 in.)*
Fontaine, Joan, 1917-2013
Colman, Ronald
Story selected by Joan Fontaine. Ronald Colman, host. Disc nos. 69 & 70.

**The assignation.**
*LK-16 1 (2 sound discs, 33 1/3 rpm ; 16 in.)*
De Forest, Lee
Colman, Ronald
Story selected by Dr. Lee de Forest. Ronald Colman, host. Disc nos. 87 & 88.

**Ben Hur.**
*LK-16 1 (2 sound discs, 33 1/3 rpm ; 16 in.)*
Beatty, Clyde, 1903-1965
Colman, Ronald
Story selected by Clyde Beatty. Ronald Colman, host. Disc nos. 51 & 52.

**The bet.**
*LK-16 1 (2 sound discs, 33 1/3 rpm ; 16 in.)*
Boyer, Charles, 1899-1978
Colman, Ronald
Story selected by Charles Boyer. Ronald Colman, host. Disc nos. 77 & 78.

**Billy the Kid.**
*LK-16 1 (2 sound discs, 33 1/3 rpm ; 16 in.)*
Rooney, Mickey
Colman, Ronald

**The Blue Danube.**
*LK-16 1 (2 sound discs, 33 1/3 rpm ; 16 in.)*
MacDonald, Jeanette
Colman, Ronald
Story selected by Jeanette MacDonald. Ronald Colman, host. Disc nos. 81 & 82.

**The bottle imp.**
*LK-16 1 (2 sound discs, 33 1/3 rpm ; 16 in.)*
Wynn, Ed
Colman, Ronald
Story selected by Ed Wynn. Ronald Colman, host. Disc nos. 49 & 50.

**The Brushwood boy.**
*LK-16 1 (2 sound discs, 33 1/3 rpm ; 16 in.)*
Bogart, Humphrey
Colman, Ronald
Story selected by Humphrey Bogart. Ronald Colman, host. Disc nos. 113 & 114.
Series III: Favorite Story (Radio program). (cont.)

Casey at the bat.
*LK-16 1 (2 sound discs, 33 1/3 rpm ; 16 in.)
Speaker, Tris Colman, Ronald
Story selected by Tris Speaker. Ronald Colman, host. Disc nos. 31 & 32.

Cashel Byron's profession.
*LK-16 1 (2 sound discs, 33 1/3 rpm ; 16 in.)
Fonda, Henry, 1905-1982 Colman, Ronald
Story selected by Henry Fonda. Ronald Colman, host. Disc nos. 49 & 50.

Change of face.
*LK-16 1 (2 sound discs, 33 1/3 rpm ; 16 in.)
Pons, Lily, 1898-1976 Colman, Ronald
Story selected by Lily Pons. Ronald Colman, host. Disc nos. 103 & 104.

A Christmas carol.
*LK-16 1 (1 sound disc, 33 1/3 rpm ; 16 in.)
Colman, Ronald
Host, Ronald Colman. Disc no. 118.

The copper penny.
*LK-16 1 (2 sound discs, 33 1/3 rpm ; 16 in.)
Curtiz, Michael, 1888-1962 Colman, Ronald
Story selected by Michael Curtiz. Ronald Colman, host. Disc nos. 91 & 92.

Crime of Sylvestre Bonnard.
*LK-16 1 (2 sound discs, 33 1/3 rpm ; 16 in.)
Stevens, Risé, 1913-2013 Colman, Ronald
Story selected by Risé Stevens. Ronald Colman, host. Disc nos. 63 & 64.

David Copperfield.
*LK-16 1 (2 sound discs, 33 1/3 rpm ; 16 in.)
Templeton, Alec Colman, Ronald
Story selected by Alec Templeton. Ronald Coleman, host. Disc nos. 7 & 8.

The debt collector.
*LK-16 1 (2 sound discs, 33 1/3 rpm ; 16 in.)
Johnson, Van, 1916-2008 Colman, Ronald
Story selected by Van Johnson. Ronald Colman, host. Disc nos. 27 & 28.

The diamond lens.
*LK-16 1 (2 sound discs, 33 1/3 rpm ; 16 in.)
Antheil, George, 1900-1959 Colman, Ronald
Story selected by George Antheil. Ronald Coleman, host. Disc nos. 1 & 2.

Doll in the pink silk dress.
*LK-16 1 (2 sound discs, 33 1/3 rpm ; 16 in.)
Linkletter, Art Colman, Ronald
A doll's house.
*LK-16 1 (2 sound discs, 33 1/3 rpm ; 16 in.)
Wallenstein, Alfred
Colman, Ronald
Story selected by Alfred Wallenstein. Ronald Colman, host. Disc nos. 61 & 62.

The dynamiter.
*LK-16 1 (2 sound discs, 33 1/3 rpm ; 16 in.)
Benny, Jack
Colman, Ronald
Story selected by Jack Benny. Ronald Colman, host. Disc nos. 97 & 98.

Enoch Soames.
*LK-16 1 (2 sound discs, 33 1/3 rpm ; 16 in.)
Stewart, Donald O
Colman, Ronald
Story selected by Donald O. Stewart. Ronald Colman, host. Disc nos. 99 & 100.

The flying Dutchman.
*LK-16 1 (2 sound discs, 33 1/3 rpm ; 16 in.)
Young, Loretta
Colman, Ronald
Story selected by Loretta Young. Ronald Colman, host. Disc nos. 95 & 96.

Francesca da Rimini.
*LK-16 1 (2 sound discs, 33 1/3 rpm ; 16 in.)
Andrews, Dana
Colman, Ronald
Story selected by Dana Andrews. Ronald Colman, host. Disc nos. 93 & 94.

Frankenstein.
*LK-16 1 (2 sound discs, 33 1/3 rpm ; 16 in.)
Allen, Fred
Colman, Ronald

The gambler.
*LK-16 1 (2 sound discs, 33 1/3 rpm ; 16 in.)
Abbott, George, 1887-1995
Colman, Ronald
Story selected by George Abbott. Ronald Colman, host. Disc nos. 93 & 94.

The gift of laughter.
*LK-16 1 (2 sound discs, 33 1/3 rpm ; 16 in.)
Rubenstein, Artur
Colman, Ronald
Story selected by Artur Rubenstein. Ronald Colman, host and star. Disc nos. 109 & 110.

The glass eye.
*LK-16 1 (2 sound discs, 33 1/3 rpm ; 16 in.)
Robbins, Jerome
Colman, Ronald
Story selected by Jerome Robbins. Ronald Colman, host. Disc nos. 67 & 68.

God sees the truth but waits.
*LK-16 1 (2 sound discs, 33 1/3 rpm ; 16 in.)
Dowling, Eddie
Colman, Ronald
Great expectations.
*LK-16 1 (2 sound discs, 33 1/3 rpm ; 16 in.)
Hampden, Walter, 1879-1955Coleman, Ronald

Gulliver's travels.
*LK-16 1 (2 sound discs, 33 1/3 rpm ; 16 in.)
Milland, RayColman, Ronald
Story selected by Ray Milland. Ronald Colman, host. Disc nos. 27 & 28.

Huckleberry Finn.
*LK-16 1 (2 sound discs, 33 1/3 rpm ; 16 in.)
Shaw, Artie, 1910-2004Coleman, Ronald
Story selected by Artie Shaw. Ronald Coleman, host. Disc nos. 9 & 10.

In the time of the terror.
*LK-16 1 (2 sound discs, 33 1/3 rpm ; 16 in.)
Dempsey, JackColman, Ronald

Inside a kid's head.
*LK-16 1 (2 sound discs, 33 1/3 rpm ; 16 in.)
Fairbanks, Douglas, Jr., 1909-2000Colman, Ronald
Story selected by Douglas Fairbanks, Jr. Ronald Colman, host. Disc nos. 61 & 62.

Jamie Freel.
*LK-16 1 (2 sound discs, 33 1/3 rpm ; 16 in.)
Fitzgerald, BarryColman, Ronald
Story selected by Barry Fitzgerald. Ronald Colman, host. Disc nos. 43 & 44.

Jane Eyre.
*LK-16 1 (2 sound discs, 33 1/3 rpm ; 16 in.)
Pemberton, Brock, 1885-1950Colman, Ronald
Story selected by Brock Pemberton. Ronald Colman, host. Disc nos. 11 & 12.

Jest of Hahalaba.
*LK-16 1 (2 sound discs, 33 1/3 rpm ; 16 in.)
Colman, Ronald
Story selected by Frank Capra. Ronald Colman, host. Disc nos. 81 & 82.

Joan of Arc.
*LK-16 1 (2 sound discs, 33 1/3 rpm ; 16 in.)
Jones, JenniferColman, Ronald

Journey to Bethlehem 12/17/46
*LT-10 10198 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate, mono. ; 16 in.)
NBC Radio Network Broadcast. Off line recording from KFI Los Angeles CA. Series subtitle:
Judgement of Paris.
*LK-16 1 (2 sound discs, 33 1/3 rpm ; 16 in.)
Otis-Skinner, CorneliaColman, Ronald
Story selected by Cornelia O. Skinner. Ronald Colman, host. Disc nos. 95 & 96.

Lady of the lamp.
*LK-16 1 (2 sound discs, 33 1/3 rpm ; 16 in.)
Young, RobertColman, Ronald
Story selected by Robert Young. Ronald Colman, host. Disc nos. 45 & 46.

Legend of Sleepy Hollow.
*LK-16 1 (2 sound discs, 33 1/3 rpm ; 16 in.)
Huston, Walter, 1884-1950Colman, Ronald

Lifeline.
*LK-16 1 (2 sound discs, 33 1/3 rpm ; 16 in.)
Garfield, John, 1943-Colman, Ronald
Story selected by John Garfield. Ronald Colman, host. Disc nos. 111 & 112.

The light that failed.
*LK-16 1 (2 sound discs, 33 1/3 rpm ; 16 in.)
Putnam, G. PColman, Ronald
Story selected by G.P. Putnam. Ronald Colman, host, and star. Disc nos. 31 & 32.

The little minister.
*LK-16 1 (2 sound discs, 33 1/3 rpm ; 16 in.)
Stewart, JamesColman, Ronald
Story selected by James Stewart. Ronald Colman, host. Disc nos. 117 & 118.

Little women.
*LK-16 1 (2 sound discs, 33 1/3 rpm ; 16 in.)
Temple, ShirleyColeman, Ronald

Lodging for a night.
*LK-16 1 (2 sound discs, 33 1/3 rpm ; 16 in.)
Sullivan, FrankColman, Ronald
Story selected by Frank Sullivan. Ronald Colman, host, and performer. Disc nos. 19 & 20.

Long ago.
*LK-16 1 (2 sound discs, 33 1/3 rpm ; 16 in.)
Kelly, GeneColeman, Ronald
Story selected by Gene Kelly. Ronald Colman, host. Disc nos. 87 & 88.

Looking backward.
*LK-16 1 (2 sound discs, 33 1/3 rpm ; 16 in.)
Untermeyer, LouisColeman, Ronald
Story selected by Louis Untermeyer. Ronald Colman, host. Disc nos. 63 & 64.
Lost horizon.
*LK-16 1 (2 sound discs, 33 1/3 rpm ; 16 in.)
Pickford, Mary, 1892-1979Colman, Ronald
Story selected by Mary Pickford. Ronald Colman, host, and star. Disc nos. 45 & 46.

The magic shop.
*LK-16 1 (2 sound discs, 33 1/3 rpm ; 16 in.)
Leslie, Joan, 1925-2015Colman, Ronald
Story selected by Joan Leslie. Ronald Colman, host. Disc nos. 99 & 100.

The magnificent lie.
*LK-16 1 (2 sound discs, 33 1/3 rpm ; 16 in.)
Laughton, CharlesColman, Ronald
Story selected by Charles Laughton. Ronald Colman, host. Disc nos. 113 & 114.

Man from yesterday.
*LK-16 1 (2 sound discs, 33 1/3 rpm ; 16 in.)
Sinatra, FrankColman, Ronald
Story selected by Frank Sinatra. Ronald Colman, host. Disc nos. 57 & 58.

The man who corrupted Hadleyburg.
*LK-16 1 (2 sound discs, 33 1/3 rpm ; 16 in.)
Day, DennisColman, Ronald
Story selected by Dennis Day. Ronald Colman, host. Disc nos. 105 & 106.

The man who made gold.
*LK-16 1 (2 sound discs, 33 1/3 rpm ; 16 in.)
Melchior, LauritzColman, Ronald
Story selected by Lauritz Melchior. Ronald Colman, host. Disc nos. 53 & 54.

The man who married a dumb wife.
*LK-16 1 (2 sound discs, 33 1/3 rpm ; 16 in.)
Traubel, HelenColman, Ronald
Story selected by Helen Traubel. Ronald Colman, host and star. Disc nos. 71 & 72.

Man without a country.
*LK-16 1 (2 sound discs, 33 1/3 rpm ; 16 in.)
Helburn, Theresa, 1887-1959Colman, Ronald
Story selected by Theresa Helburn. Ronald Colman, host. Disc nos. 33 & 34.

The maniac.
*LK-16 1 (2 sound discs, 33 1/3 rpm ; 16 in.)
Jolson, AlColman, Ronald
Story selected by Al Jolson. Ronald Colman, host. Disc nos. 79 & 80.

Marco Polo.
*LK-16 1 (2 sound discs, 33 1/3 rpm ; 16 in.)
Le Gallienne, EvaColman, Ronald
Story selected by Eva Le Gallienne. Ronald Colman, host. Disc nos. 55 & 56.
Series III: Favorite Story (Radio program). (cont.)

Mary Queen of Scots.
*LK-16 1 (2 sound discs, 33 1/3 rpm ; 16 in.)
Crosby, Bing, 1903-1977Colman, Ronald
Story selected by Bing Crosby. Ronald Colman, host. Disc nos. 33 & 34.

Mayerling.
*LK-16 1 (2 sound discs, 33 1/3 rpm ; 16 in.)
Peck, Gregory, 1916-2003Colman, Ronald
Story selected by Gregory Peck. Ronald Colman, host. Disc nos. 29 & 30.

Les miserables.
*LK-16 1 (2 sound discs, 33 1/3 rpm ; 16 in.)
Kent, Rockwell, 1882-1971Colman, Ronald
Story selected by Rockwell Kent. Ronald Colman, host. Disc nos. 1 & 2.

Moby Dick.
*LK-16 1 (2 sound discs, 33 1/3 rpm ; 16 in.)
Lindsey, HowardColman, Ronald
Story selected by Howard Lindsey. Ronald Colman, host. Disc nos. 21 & 22.

The monkey's paw.
*LK-16 1 (2 sound discs, 33 1/3 rpm ; 16 in.)
Hammerstein, Oscar, II, 1895-1960Colman, Ronald
Story selected by Oscar Hammerstein. Ronald Colman, host. Disc nos. 89 & 90.

The moonstone.
*LK-16 1 (2 sound discs, 33 1/3 rpm ; 16 in.)
Crouse, RusselColman, Ronald
Story selected by Russel Crouse. Ronald Colman, host. Disc nos. 47 & 48.

Mr. Heidegger’s experiment.
*LK-16 1 (2 sound discs, 33 1/3 rpm ; 16 in.)
Walker, RobertColman, Ronald
Story selected by Robert Walker. Ronald Colman, host. Disc nos. 35 & 36.

Mr. Shakespeare.
*LK-16 1 (2 sound discs, 33 1/3 rpm ; 16 in.)
Tracy, SpencerColman, Ronald
Story selected by Spencer Tracy. Ronald Colman, host. Disc nos. 29 & 30.

Mrs. Lecks and Mrs. Aleshire.
*LK-16 1 (2 sound discs, 33 1/3 rpm ; 16 in.)
Nelson, OzzieColman, Ronald
Story selected by Ozzie Nelson. Ronald Colman, host. Disc nos. 55 & 56.

Mutineers of the Bounty.
*LK-16 1 (2 sound discs, 33 1/3 rpm ; 16 in.)
Wanger, Walter, 1894-1968Colman, Ronald
Story selected by Walter Wanger. Ronald Colman, host. Disc nos. 51 & 52.
Series III: Favorite Story (Radio program). (cont.)

Mystery of room 323.
*LK-16 1 (2 sound discs, 33 1/3 rpm ; 16 in.)
Burns, George, 1896-1996 Allen, Gracie Colman, Ronald
Story selected by Burns and Allen. Ronald Colman, host. Disc nos. 39 & 40.

The necklace.
*LK-16 1 (2 sound discs, 33 1/3 rpm ; 16 in.)
Garson, Greer, 1908- Colman, Ronald
Story selected by Greer Garson. Ronald Colman, host. Disc nos. 41 & 42.

Oliver Twist.
*LK-16 1 (2 sound discs, 33 1/3 rpm ; 16 in.)
Father Flanagan Colman, Ronald
Story selected by Father Flanagan. Ronald Colman, host. Disc nos. 35 & 36.

Pacific crossing.
*LK-16 1 (2 sound discs, 33 1/3 rpm ; 16 in.)
Whiteman, Paul Colman, Ronald
Story selected by Paul Whiteman. Ronald Colman, host. Disc nos. 107 & 108.

Passing of the 3rd floor back.
*LK-16 1 (2 sound discs, 33 1/3 rpm ; 16 in.)
Colman, Ronald Fibber McGee & Molly
Story selected by Fibber McGee & Molly. Ronald Colman, host. Disc nos. 111 & 112.

Peter Ibbetson.
*LK-16 1 (2 sound discs, 33 1/3 rpm ; 16 in.)
Oberon, Merle Colman, Ronald
Story selected by Merle Oberon. Ronald Colman, host. Disc nos. 41 & 42.

Phantom ricksha.
*LK-16 1 (2 sound discs, 33 1/3 rpm ; 16 in.)
Taylor, Deems, 1885-1966 Coleman, Ronald

A piece of string.
*LK-16 1 (2 sound discs, 33 1/3 rpm ; 16 in.)
Hersholt, Jean Colman, Ronald
Story selected by Jean Hersholt. Ronald Colman, host. Disc nos. 83 & 84.

Pride and prejudice.
*LK-16 1 (2 sound discs, 33 1/3 rpm ; 16 in.)
Smith, Oliver Colman, Ronald
Story selected by Oliver Smith. Ronald Colman, host. Disc nos. 47 & 48.

Queen of spades.
*LK-16 1 (2 sound discs, 33 1/3 rpm ; 16 in.)
Stefanson, V Coleman, Ronald
Story selected by V. Stefanson. Ronald Coleman, host. Disc nos. 7 & 8.
Series III: Favorite Story (Radio program). (cont.)

Rappaccini's daughter.
*LK-16 1 (2 sound discs, 33 1/3 rpm ; 16 in.)
Greenstreet, SydneyColman, Ronald
Story selected by Sydney Greenstreet. Ronald Colman, host. Disc nos. 21 & 22.

Rhythm.
*LK-16 1 (2 sound discs, 33 1/3 rpm ; 16 in.)
Goldberg, Rube, 1883-1970Colman, Ronald
Story selected by Rube Goldberg. Ronald Colman, host. Disc nos. 75 & 76.

Roll call of the reef.
*LK-16 1 (2 sound discs, 33 1/3 rpm ; 16 in.)
Kantor, McKinlayColman, Ronald
Story selected by McKinlay Kantor. Ronald Colman, host. Disc nos. 91 & 92.

Sire de Malaretrois's door.
*LK-16 1 (2 sound discs, 33 1/3 rpm ; 16 in.)
Canby, Henry Seidel, 1878-1961Colman, Ronald

The son's veto.
*LK-16 1 (2 sound discs, 33 1/3 rpm ; 16 in.)
MacMurray, Fred, 1908-1991Colman, Ronald
Story selected by Fred MacMurray. Ronald Colman, host. Disc nos. 75 & 76.

Strange Mr. Bartelby.
*LK-16 1 (2 sound discs, 33 1/3 rpm ; 16 in.)
Montgomery, RobertColman, Ronald
Story selected by Robert Montgomery. Ronald Colman, host. Disc nos. 43 & 44.

Strange Valley.
*LK-16 1 (2 sound discs, 33 1/3 rpm ; 16 in.)
Swarthout, Gladys, 1904-Colman, Ronald
Story selected by Gladys Swarthout. Ronald Colman, host and star. Disc nos. 83 & 84.

The substitute.
*LK-16 1 (2 sound discs, 33 1/3 rpm ; 16 in.)
Mason, James, 1909-1984Colman, Ronald
Story selected by James Mason. Ronald Colman, host. Disc nos. 107 & 108.

The suicide club.
*LK-16 1 (2 sound discs, 33 1/3 rpm ; 16 in.)
Perleman, S. JColman, Ronald
Story selected by S.J. Perleman. Ronald Colman, host. Disc nos. 59 & 60.

The sunken city.
*LK-16 1 (2 sound discs, 33 1/3 rpm ; 16 in.)
Cowl, Jane, 1884-1950Colman, Ronald
Story selected by Jane Cowl. Ronald Colman, host. Disc nos. 69 & 70.
Series III: Favorite Story (Radio program). (cont.)

Tale of two cities.
*LK-16 1 (2 sound discs, 33 1/3 rpm ; 16 in.)
DeMille, Cecil B. (Cecil Blount), 1881-1959Colman, Ronald
Story selected by Cecil B. DeMille. Ronald Colman, host and star. Disc nos. 57 & 58.

The telltale heart.
*LK-16 1 (1 sound disc, 33 1/3 rpm, mono. ; 16 in.)
Grant, CaryColman, Ronald
Story selected by Cary Grant. Ronald Colman, host. Disc nos. 65 & 66.

The three musketeers.
*LK-16 1 (2 sound discs, 33 1/3 rpm ; 16 in.)
Tunney, Gene, 1897-1978Colman, Ronald

Time machine.
*LK-16 1 (2 sound discs, 33 1/3 rpm ; 16 in.)
Kyser, KayColman, Ronald
Story selected by Kay Kyser. Ronald Colman, host. Disc nos. 89 & 90.

Tom Sawyer.
*LK-16 1 (2 sound discs, 33 1/3 rpm ; 16 in.)
Gordon, Ruth, 1896-1985Colman, Ronald

The turn of the screw.
*LK-16 1 (2 sound discs, 33 1/3 rpm ; 16 in.)
Bergen, Edgar, 1903-1978Colman, Ronald
Story selected by Edgar Bergen. Ronald Colman, host. Disc nos. 105 & 106.

The valiant.
*LK-16 1 (2 sound discs, 33 1/3 rpm ; 16 in.)
Hope, Bob, 1903-2003Colman, Ronald
Story selected by Bob Hope. Ronald Colman, host. Disc nos. 77 & 78.

Vanity fair.
*LK-16 1 (2 sound discs, 33 1/3 rpm ; 16 in.)
Lewis, Sinclair, 1885-1951Colman, Ronald
Story selected by Sinclair Lewis. Ronald Colman, host. Disc nos. 11 & 12.

Washington Square.
*LK-16 1 (2 sound discs, 33 1/3 rpm ; 16 in.)
Hayward, Susan, 1917-1975Colman, Ronald
Story selected by Susan Hayward. Ronald Colman, host. Disc nos. 53 & 54.

The window.
*LK-16 1 (2 sound discs, 33 1/3 rpm ; 16 in.)
Cantor, EddieColman, Ronald
Story selected by Eddie Cantor. Ronald Colman, host. Disc nos. 67 & 68.
Series III: Favorite Story (Radio program). (cont.)

Wuthering Heights.
*LK-16 1 (2 sound discs, 33 1/3 rpm ; 16 in.)
Cerf, Bennett, 1898-1961Coleman, Ronald
Story selected by Bennett Cerf. Ronald Coleman, host. Disc nos. 3 & 4.

Young man who stroked cats.
*LK-16 1 (2 sound discs, 33 1/3 rpm ; 16 in.)
Lamour, DorothyColman, Ronald
Story selected by Dorothy Lamour. Ronald Colman, host. Disc nos. 103 & 104.

The young years.
*LK-16 1 (2 sound discs, 33 1/3 rpm ; 16 in.)
Barrymore, EthelColman, Ronald
Story selected by Ethel Barrymore. Ronald Colman, host. Disc nos. 71 & 72.

Youth.
*LK-16 1 (2 sound discs, 33 1/3 rpm ; 16 in.)
Mencken, H. LColman, Ronald
Story selected by H. L. Mencken. Ronald Colman, host. Disc nos. 79 & 80.

Series IV: Hallmark Playhouse (Radio program), 1951-1952
Hallmark Playhouse was a drama series which was first heard over CBS. It featured dramatizations of various stories from contemporary literature. The broadcasts represented in this collection are from 1951 and 1952, and feature such performers as Lionel Barrymore; Joseph Cotten; Joan Fontaine, and Judy Garland. The series is arranged alphabetically.

All my children,. September 21, 1952
*LT-10 10172 (1 sound disc : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate, mono. ; 16 in. 1 sound tape reel : analog, 7 1/2 ips, mono. ; 10 in.)
CBS radio network broadcast. Performers: Jane Wyman; Lionel Barrymore; David Rose; Frank Goss; Lurene Tuttle; Frank Nelson; Bob Bruce; Ann Whitefield; Sammy Aug.; Peter Votraini; Stuffy Singer. Off line recording from KNX Los Angeles CA. Access to original items restricted. Original in *LJ-16 610

Cinderella,. February 15, 1952
*LT-10 1158 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate, mono. ; 16 in. 1 sound tape reel : analog, 7 1/2 ips, mono. ; 10 in.)
Garland, JudyHilton, James, 1900-1954Goss, FrankConnor, WhitefieldFeldton, VernOddlie, EllenorBerner, SaraCroft, Mary JaneGay, BillMurray, Lyn
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Series IV: Hallmark Playhouse (Radio program),. (cont.)

Evangeline,. November 1, 1951
*L T-10 1158 (1 sound disc : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate, mono. ; 16 in. 1 sound tape reel : analog, 7 1/2 ips, mono. ; 10 in.)
CBS radio network broadcast. Performers: Joan Fontaine ; James Hilton ; Scott Douglas ; Tudor Owen ; Norman Field ; Ted DeCorsia ; Barbra Jean Wong ; Polly Bear ; Ted Osborne. Frank Goss, announcer ; Bill Gay, director ; David Rose, conductor. Off line recording from KNX Los Angeles CA. Written by Henry Wadsworth Longfellow. Access to original items restricted. Original in: *LJ-16 613.

A man for the ages,. February 8, 1952
*L T-10 10172 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate, mono. ; 16 in. 1 sound tape reel : analog, 7 1/2 ips, mono. ; 10 in.)
Cotten, JosephHilton, James, 1900-1954Goss, FrankMurray, LynGay, BillIsler, BarbraDeCorsia, T edNovello, Jay

Series V: Railroad Hour (Radio program),. 1948-1954 (532 sound recordings)
The Railroad Hour was a half hour music and drama program broadcast on NBC from 1948 to 1954. It featured musical comedies and original stories complete with music. Gordon MacRae was the host and featured star, and was assisted by such performers as: Dorothy Kirsten ; Jeanette MacDonald ; Adolphe Menjou ; Risë Stevens, and Margaret Whiting. Dorothy Warenksjold and Lucille Norman often stood in for Gordon MacRae during the summers. The announcer was Marvin Miller. The theme song was I've Been Working on the Railroad.. The program featured works by: Irving Berlin, Henry Blossom, Guy Bolton, Noel Coward, B.G. De Sylva, Herbert Fields, Rudolf Friml, George Gershwin, Ira Gershwin, William S. Gilbert, Fred de Gresac, Clifford Grey, Oscar Hammerstein, Otto Harbach, Lorenz Hart, Moss Hart, Victor Herbert, Jerome Kern, Fritz Kreisler, Jerome Lawrence, Robert E. Lee, Franz Lehar, Alan Jay Lerner, Frank Mandel, Joseph McCarthy, Cole Porter, Richard Rodgers, Sidney Romberg, Lawrence Schwab, Harry B. Smith, Leo Stein, Arthur S. Sullivan, Fred Thompson, Harry Tierney, and Vincent Youmans.
The series is arranged alphabetically.

Allegro . Selections / Richard Rodgers,. October 2, 1950
*L T-10 3113 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)

Allegro: Rehearsal / Richard Rodgers,. September 28, 1950
*L T-10 9577 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
Guide to the
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Series V: Railroad Hour (Radio program). (cont.)

Annie Laurie. April 2, 1951
*L-10 3113 (2 sound discs: analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate; 16 in.)
Burns, Robert; Johnson, Lamont; Lee, Katie; Osborne, Ted; Warenskjold, Dorothy; MacRae, Gordon; Miller, Marvin; Luboff, Norman; Dragon, Carmen; Lee, Robert Edwin, 1918-1994; Lawrence, Jerome, 1915-2004

Annie Laurie. September 29, 1952
*LJ-16 335
*LJ-16 336 (2 sound discs: analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate; 16 in.)
Lawrence, Jerome, 1915-2004; Lee, Robert Edwin, 1918-1994; Warenskjold, Dorothy

Anything goes. Selections / Cole Porter. October 11, 1948
*LT-7 1791 (1 sound tape reel: analog, 7 1/2 ips; 7 in.)
Gerson, Betty Lou; Moore, Victor; Whiting, Margaret
Performer: Betty Lou Gerson; Victor Moore; Margaret Whiting. Contents: I get a kick out of you -- Anything goes -- All through the night -- You're the tops -- Blow, Gabriel, blow -- I get a kick out of you -- All through the night.

Apple blossoms / Fritz Kreisler. April 18, 1949
*LT-7 1801 (1 sound tape reel: analog, 7 1/2 ips; 7 in.)
Bushman, Francis X; Cowan, Jerome; Gerson, Betty Lou; McDonald, Jeanette
Contents incomplete. Performers: Francis X. Bushman; Jerome Cowan; Betty Lou Gerson; Jeanette MacDonald. Contents: I could hardly believe my eyes -- Girls, girls, girls -- Love is just a game -- Brothers -- Am I in love? -- Love star, shine down -- I'm in love with the one girl for me -- Finale.

Apple blossoms / Fritz Kreisler. February 6, 1950
*LT-10 9640 (2 sound discs: analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate; 16 in.)
Miller, Marvin; Dragon, Carmen; Kirkwood, Jack; Kirsten, Dorothy, 1917-1985; Bushman, Francis
Contents incomplete. Performers: Gordon MacRae; Norman Luboff Choir; Jack Kirkwood; Dorothy Kirsten; Francis X. Bushman; Marvin Miller, announcer; Carmen Dragon, orchestra leader. Adapted by Lawrence and Lee. Access to original items restricted. Original in: *LJ-16 119, *LJ-16 120.

Apple blossoms / Fritz Kreisler. March 19, 1951
*LT-7 1806 (1 sound tape reel: analog, 7 1/2 ips; 7 in.)
Kirsten, Dorothy, 1917-
Performer: Dorothy Kirsten.
Guide to the
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Series V: Railroad Hour (Radio program). (cont.)

Around the world / Cole Porter., May 17, 1954
*LJ-16 489
*LJ-16 490 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
Warenskjold, Dorothy

Babes in toyland. Selections / Victor Herbert., December 1, 1952
*LT-10 806 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
Edwards, SamMerrill, LewNorman, LucilleStewart, JanetMacRae, GordonMiller, MarvinLuboff, NormanDragon, CarmenHerbert, VictorMacDonough, Glen
Music, Victor Herbert. Lyrics and book, Glen MacDonough. Performers: Gordon MacRae ; Lucille Norman ; Sam Edwards ; Lew Merrill ; Janet Stewart. Marvin Miller, announcer ; Norman Luboff, choir director ; Carmen Dragon, orchestra leader. Access to original items restricted. Original in: *LJ-16 351, *LJ-16 352.Contents: Toyland -- March of the wooden soldiers -- Don't cry, Bo Peep, don't cry -- I can't do that sum -- Florette, the gypsy am I -- Barney O'Flynn -- Toyland -- Hail to Christmas -- Go to sleep -- March of the wooden soldiers.

Babes in toyland. Selections / Victor Herbert., April 12, 1954
*LJ-16 481
*LJ-16 482 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
McDonough, GlennBaer, ParleyBennett, JulieEdwards, SamMerrill, LewNorman, Lucille
Music, Victor Herbert. Lyrics and book, Glen MacDonough. Performers: Glen MacDonough ; Parley Baer ; Julie Bennett ; Sam Edwards ; Lew Merrill ; Lucille Norman. Access restricted. Advanced notification required for use. Contents: Toyland -- March of the wooden soldiers -- Don't cry, Bo Peep, don't cry -- I can't do that sum -- Florette, the gypsy am I -- Barney O'Flynn -- Toyland -- Hail to Christmas -- Go to sleep -- March of the wooden soldiers.

Beautiful dreamer / Stephen C. Foster., July 2, 1951
*LT-10 9574 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
MacRae, GordonMiller, MarvinDragon, CarmenHolloway, GeneLawrence, Jerome, 1915-2004Lee, Robert Edwin, 1918-1994Warenskjold, DorothyFoster, StephenCFoster, StephenCollins, 1826-1864Norman Luboff Choir

Best foot forward . Selections / Ralph Blane., March 28, 1949
*LT-10 805 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
Cowan, JeromeGarrett, BettyPearce, AliceShirley, BillStratton, GilWilson, EileenWood, GloriaMacRae, GordonBlane, RalphMartin, Hugh

Big top., August 6, 1951
*LJ-16 248
*LJ-16 249 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
Lawrence, Jerome, 1915-2004Lee, Robert Edwin, 1918-1994Warenskjold, Dorothy
Series V: Railroad Hour (Radio program), (cont.)

Birthday. May 3, 1954
*LJ-16 485
*LJ-16 486 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)

Bitter sweet. Selections / Noel Coward., January 31, 1949
*LT-7 1797 (1 sound disc : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
MacDonald, Jeanette
Music, lyrics and book by Noel Coward. Performer: Jeanette MacDonald. Access to original items restricted. Original in: *LJ-16 32. Contents: Call of life -- If you could only come with me -- I'll see you again -- If love were all -- Tell me, what is love? -- Tokay -- Zigeuner -- Finale.

Bitter sweet. Selections / Noel Coward., January 9, 1950
*LT-10 9576 (1 sound disc : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
Miller, Marvin, Dragon, Carmen, Kirsten, Dorothy, 1917-MacRae, Gordon, Luboff, Norman, Choir, Lawrence and Lee

Bitter sweet. Selections / Noel Coward., January 23, 1953
*LJ-16 374
*LJ-16 375 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
Eiler, Barbara, Merrill, Lew, Warenskjold, Dorothy
Music, lyrics and book by Noel Coward. Performers: Barbara Eiler ; Lew Merrill ; Dorothy Warenskjold. Access restricted. Advanced notification required for use. Contents: Call of life -- If you could only come with me -- I'll see you again -- Tokay -- Zigeuner -- I'll see you again.

Blossom time. Selections / Sigmund Romberg., January 24, 1949
*LT-10 3114 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
Baker, Kenny, Gerson, Betty Lou, McIntyre, John, Munsel, Patrice, 1925-2016, MacRae, Gordon, Hearm, Sam, Delano, Gwen, Miller, Marvin, Dragon, Carmen, Luboff, Norman, Romberg, Sigmund, Donnelly, Dorothy

Blossom time. Selections / Sigmund Romberg., January 7, 1952
*LT-10 818 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
Conner, Nadine, Douglas, Scott, composer, MacRae, Gordon, Miller, Marvin, Dragon, Carmen, Luboff, Norman, Romberg, Sigmund, Donnelly, Dorothy
Guide to the
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Series V: Railroad Hour (Radio program), (cont.)

The blue paradise . Selections / Sigmund Romberg., February 16, 1953
*L-T-10 806 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
Conner, NadineFrank, JohnMillar, LeeYoung, CarletonMacRae, GordonMiller, MarvinDragon,
CarmenLuboff, NormanRomberg, SigmundSmith, Edgar
Music, Sigmund Romberg. Lyrics, Edgar Smith. Performers: Gordon MacRae ; Nadine Connor
; John Frank ; Lee Millar ; Carleton Young. Marvin Miller, announcer ; Carmen Dragon,
orchestra leader ; Norman Luboff, choir director. Broadcast on NBC. Access to original items
woman's eyes -- Daughters of Eve -- Here's to you, my sparkling wine -- Auf Wiedersehn --
Vienna, Vienna -- One step into love -- My model girl -- Waltz of the season -- I'm dreaming of a
wonderful night -- Finale.

The Bohemian girl . Selections / Michael Balfe., November 12, 1951
*L-T-7 1810 (1 sound tape reel : analog, 7 1/2 ips ; 7 in.)
Butterfield, HerbConrad, BillKirsten, Dorothy, 1917
Performers: Herb Butterfield ; Bill Conrad ; Dorothy Kirsten. Contents: In the gypsy's life -- I
dreamt I dwell in marble halls -- Mark upon your arm -- Gypsy bride -- When other lips -- Mind
will in its worst despair -- When the fair land of Poland -- Let not the heart -- Finale.

The boys from Syracuse . Selections / Richard Rodgers., June 18, 1951
*L-T-10 3115 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
Case, EvelynLee, KatieMacRae, GordonMiller, MarvinLuboff, NormanDragon,
CarmenRodgers, Richard, 1902-1979Hart, Lorenz, 1895-1943
MacRae ; Evelyn Case ; Katie Lee. Marvin Miller, announcer ; Norman Luboff, choir director ;
Carmen Dragon, orchestra leader. Broadcast on NBC. Access to original items restricted.
Original in: *LJ-16 233, *LJ-16 234. Contents: Falling in love with love -- Shortest day of the year
-- This can't be love -- Oh, Diogenes -- You have cast your shadow on the sea -- Sing for your
supper -- Finale.

Brigadoon / Frederick Loewe., August 8, 1949
*L-T-10 9633 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
Brigadoon. I'll go home with Bonnie JeanMacRae, GordonNorman, LucilleMiller, MarvinRarick,
JohnHolloway, GeneLoewe, FrederickLerner, Alan Jay, 1918-1986Friese, PaulElis, DavidThe
Sportsmen
radio network broadcast. Sponsored by The Association of American Railroads. Off line
recording from KABC Los Angeles CA. Series subtitle: The Railroad Summer Show.
Performers: Gordon MacRae ; Lucille Norman ; Ken Mann ; The Sportsmen. Marvin Miller,
announcer ; John Rarick, conductor. Adaptation by Gene Holloway. Access to original items
Down on McConachy Square -- The heather on the hill -- I'll go home with Bonnie Jean --
Come to me, bend to me -- There but for you go I -- Almost like being in love -- Finale.

Brigadoon. Selections / Frederick Loewe., January 30, 1950
*L-T-10 3115 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
Dennis, ClarkPowell, JaneMacRae, GordonOsborne, TedLeeds, PeterMiller, MarvinDragon,
CarmenLuboff, NormanLoewe, FrederickLerner, Alan Jay, 1918-1986
Music, Frederick Loewe. Lyrics and book, Alan J. Lerner. Performers: Gordon MacRae ; Jane
Powell ; Clark Dennis ; Ted Osborne ; Peter Leeds. Marvin Miller, announcer ; Carmen Dragon,
orchestra leader ; Norman Luboff, choir director. Broadcast on NBC. Access to original items
Square -- Waiting for my dearie -- The heather on the hill -- Almost like being in love -- Come to
me, bend to me -- There but for you go I -- Finale.
Brigadoon / Frederick Loewe,. December 18, 1950
*LT-10 9743 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
MacRae, Gordon; Miller, Marvin; Dragon, Carmen; Holloway, Gene; Bell, Marion; Dennis, Clark; Norman Luboff Choir

The Brownings,. August 11, 1952
*LJ-16 321
*LJ-16 322 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
Lawrence, Jerome, 1915-2004; Lee, Robert Edwin, 1918-1994; Warenskjold, Dorothy

El capitan . Selections / John Phillip Sousa,. April 20, 1953
*LT-10 810 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
El capitan. El Capitan marchEl capitan. From Peru's majestic mountainsAyars, AnnBaer, ParleySousa, John Phillip

Carousel . Selections / Richard Rodgers,. January 8, 1951
*LT-10 3116 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
SoliloquyLee, KatieMorison, PatriciaOsborne, TedWhiting, BarbaraMacRae, GordonMiller, MarvinLuboff, NormanDragon, CarmenRodgers, Richard, 1902-1979; Hammerstein, Oscar, II, 1895-1960
Music, Richard Rodgers. Lyrics, Oscar Hammerstein II. Performers: Gordon MacRae; Patricia Morison; Katie Lee; Ted Osborne; Barbara Whiting. Marvin Miller, announcer; Norman Luboff, choir director; Carmen Dragon, orchestra leader. Broadcast on NBC. Access to original items restricted. Original in: *LJ-16 192, *LJ-16 193.Contents: June is bustin' out all over -- If I loved you -- What's the use of wond'rin'? -- Soliloquy -- This was a real nice clambake -- If I loved you -- You'll never walk alone.

Carousel . Selections / Richard Rodgers,. February 2, 1953
*LJ-16 368
*LJ-16 369 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
Baer, ParleyBennett, JulieConner, NadineLeeds, Peter
Music, Richard Rodgers. Lyrics and book, Oscar Hammerstein II. Performers: Parley Baer; Julie Bennett; Peter Lees. Access restricted. Advanced notification required for use.Contents: Carousel waltz -- If I loved you -- June is bustin' out all over -- Soliloquy -- This was a real nice clambake -- What's the use of wond'rin'? -- If I loved you -- You'll never walk alone.

Casey at the bat,. July 9, 1951
*LJ-16 239
*LJ-16 240 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
Lawrence, Jerome, 1915-2004; Lee, Robert Edwin, 1918-1994; Warenskjold, Dorothy
Cat and the fiddle . Selections / Jerome Kern,.. October 18, 1948
*LT-10 807 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
Bonanova, FortunioMenjou, AdolpheStevens, Rise_, 1913-2013MacRae, GordonHarbach, OttoKern, Jerome, 1885-1945
Music, Jerome Kern. Lyrics and book, Otto Harbach. Performers: Gordon MacRae ; Risë Stevens ; Adolphe Menjou ; Fortunio Bonanova. Broadcast on ABC. Access to original items restricted. Original in: *LJ-16 12, *LJ-16 13.Contents: Nuit est pour l'amour -- She didn't say "yes" -- I watch the love parade -- One moment alone -- Try to forget -- One moment alone -- She didn't say "yes" -- Night was made for love -- Poor Pierrot -- Finale.

Cat and the fiddle . Selections / Jerome Kern,.. February 5, 1951
*LT-10 3116 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
McNair, HowardYeend, FrancesMacRae, GordonMiller, MarvinLuboff, NormanDragon, CarmenKern, Jerome, 1885-1945Harbach, Otto
Music, Jerome Kern. Lyrics and book, Otto Harbach. Performers: Gordon MacRae ; Frances Yeend ; Howard McNair. Marvin Miller, announcer ; Norman Luboff, choir director ; Carmen Dragon, orchestra leader. Broadcast on NBC. Access to original items restricted. Original in: "LJ-16 200, "LJ-16 201.Contents: Night was made for love -- She didn't say "yes" -- Night was made for love -- Try to forget -- I watch the love parade -- Poor Pierrot -- One moment alone -- Finale.

Cat and the fiddle . Selections / Jerome Kern,.. March 10, 1952
*LT-7 1817 (1 sound tape reel : analog, 7 1/2 ips ; 7 in.)
Kirsten, Dorothy , 1917-McNair, Howard
Music, Jerome Kern. Lyrics and book, Otto Harbach. Performers: Dorothy Kirsten ; Howard McNair.Contents: She didn't say "yes" -- Night was made for love -- Try to forget -- I watch the love parade -- Poor Pierrot -- One moment alone -- Finale.

Cat and the fiddle. Selections / Jerome Kern,.. December 14, 1953
*LJ-16 451
*LJ-16 452 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
Kearns, JosephKirsten, Dorothy, 1917-McNair, Howard
Music, Jerome Kern. Lyrics and book, Otto Harbach. Performers: Joseph Kearns ; Dorothy Kirsten. Access restricted. Advanced notification required for use.Contents: Night was made for love -- Poor Pierrot -- Night was made for love -- She didn't say "yes" -- Try to forget -- I watch the love parade -- Poor Pierrot -- One moment alone -- Finale.

The chocolate soldier . Selections / Oscar Straus,. October 17, 1949
*LT-10 3117 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
Begley, EdBenaderet, BeaConner, NadineMacRae, GordonEdwards, JackMiller, MarvinLuboff, NormanDragon, CarmenStraus, OscarBernauer, RudolfJacobson, Leopold
The chocolate soldier. Selections / Oscar Straus. May 21, 1951
*L T-10 9573 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
MacRae, Gordon; Miller, Marvin; Dragon, Carmen; Holloway, Gene; Benaderet, Bea; Bell, Marion; Kearns, Joseph; Straus, Oscar; Norman Luboff Choir

The chocolate soldier. Selections / Oscar Straus., November 23, 1953
*LJ-16 447
*LJ-16 448 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
The chocolate soldier. Battle hymnThe chocolate soldier. My heroThe chocolate soldier. Chocolate soldier manBenaderet, Bea; Haskins, Virginia; Merrill, Lew; Straus, Oscar

Christmas show,. December 25, 1950
*LT-10 3127 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
Christmas musicMacRae, Gordon; Norman, Lucille; Whitfield, Ann; Miller, Marvin; Luboff, Norman; Dragon, Carmen; Herbert, Victor; Tchaikovsky, Peter Ilich
Nutcracker narrated by Gordon MacRae. Performers: Gordon MacRae; Lucille Norman; Ann Whitfield. Marvin Miller, announcer; Norman Luboff, choir director; Carmen Dragon, orchestra leader. Access to original items restricted. Original in: *LJ-16 188, *LJ-16 189. Contents: The first Noel -- Have yourself a merry little Christmas -- The twelve days of Christmas -- Toyland / Victor Herbert -- Nutcracker suite / Peter Ilich Tchaikovsky.

Christmas show,. December 24, 1951
*LT-10 3121 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
Butterfield, Herb; Lee, Katie; McIntyre, John; McNair, Howard; MacRae, Gordon; Miller, Marvin; Dragon, Carmen; Luboff, Norman
Contents incomplete. Title on tape reel "The happy prince". Performers: Gordon MacRae; Herb Butterfield; Katie Lee; Howard McNair; Lucille MacRae; Carmen Dragon, orchestra leader; Norman Luboff, choir director. Broadcast on NBC. Access to original items restricted. Original in: *LJ-16 278, *LJ-16 279. Contents: It came upon a midnight clear -- Came a rush of swallows' wings -- Joy to the world -- Oh, little town of Bethlehem -- God rest ye, merry gentlemen -- Oh Lord most holy -- Hark the herald, angels sing -- The first Noel -- Silent night -- Finale.

Christmas show,. December 22, 1952
*LJ-16 357
*LJ-16 358 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
Kirsten, Dorothy, 1917-
Guide to the
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Dearest enemy. Selections / Richard Rodgers., January 22, 1951
*L-10 9571 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
MacRae, Gordon; Miller, Marvin; Dragon, Carmen; Holloway, Gene; Conner, Nadine; Rodgers, Richard, 1902-1979
Luboff Choir

*L-10 810 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
Farrell, Eileen; McIntyre, John; Waldo, Janet; Rodgers, Richard, 1902-1979

The desert song. Selections / Sigmund Romberg., December 27, 1948
*L-10 3118 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
Bushman, Francis X; Conner, Nadine; Dennis, Clark; Holloway, Sterling; MacRae, Gordon; Miller, Marvin; Luboff, Norman; Romberg, Sigmund; Harbach, Otto
Music, Sigmund Romberg. Lyrics, Otto Harbach and Oscar Hammerstein II. Performers: Gordon MacRae; Francis X. Bushman; Nadine Conner; Clark Dennis; Sterling Holloway; Marvin Miller, announcer; Carmen Dragon, orchestra leader; Norman Luboff, choir director. Broadcast on ABC. Access to original items restricted. Original in: *LJ-16 26, *LJ-16 27. Contents: Riff song -- Romance -- Desert song -- One flower grows in your garden -- One alone -- Desert song -- One alone.

The desert song. Selections / Sigmund Romberg., December 12, 1949
*L-10 9636 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
Miller, Marvin; Dragon, Carmen; Holloway, Gene; Bushman, Francis X; Fries, Paul; Sarnoff, Dorothy; MacRae, Gordon; Luboff, Norman; Luboff Choir

The desert song. Selections / Sigmund Romberg., January 21, 1952
*LJ-16 286
*LJ-16 287 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
Benzell, Mimi; Bushman, Francis X; Fries, Paul; Romberg, Sigmund

Guide to the
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Series V: Railroad Hour (Radio program) . (cont.)
Guide to the
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Series V: Railroad Hour (Radio program). (cont.)

East wind. Selections / Sigmund Romberg. February 4, 1952
*LT-7 1814 (1 sound tape reel : analog, 7 1/2 ips ; 7 in.)
East wind. East windFinaleBenzell, MimiButterfield, HerbFries, PaulRomberg, Sigmund
Performers: Mimi Benzell ; Herb Butterfield ; Paul Fries. Contents: East wind -- It's a wonderful
world -- East wind -- Friendship -- Are you in love? -- Love while your heart is young -- I'd be a
fool -- Finale.

Eileen. Selections / Victor Herbert. March 14, 1949
*LT-7 1799 (1 sound tape reel : analog, 7 1/2 ips ; 7 in.)
Eileen. Tra-lay, tra-looDennis, ClarkKellaway, CecilManning, IreneRodby, EleanorHerbert, Victor
Performers: Clark Dennis ; Cecil Kellaway ; Irene Manning ; Eleanor Rodby. Contents: Tra-lay,
tra-loo -- When shall I again see Ireland? -- Rosie -- Song of the patriots -- Eileen -- Someday --
Love, I love you only -- Eileen -- Sons of Erin -- It's a great day tonight for the Irish -- Finale.

Eileen. Selections / Victor Herbert. March 16, 1953
*LJ-16 380
*LJ-16 381 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
Eileen. Tra-lay, tra-looNorman, LucilleO'Herlihy, DanYoung, CarletonHerbert, Victor
Performers: Lucille Norman ; Dan O'Herlihy ; Carleton Young. Access restricted. Advanced
notification required for use. Contents: Tra-lay, tra-loo -- Eileen -- Love, I love you only -- Eileen
-- Song of the patriots -- It's a great day tonight for the Irish -- When shall I again see Ireland? --
Finale.

The emperor of San Francisco,. September 24, 1951
*LJ-16 262
*LJ-16 263 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
Lawrence, Jerome, 1915-2004Lee, Robert Edwin, 1918-1994Warenskjold, Dorothy

Erminie. Selections / E. Jacobowski. April 21, 1952
*LT-7 1818 (1 sound tape reel : analog, 7 1/2 ips ; 7 in.)
Butterfield, HerbConrad, BillTangeman, NellYoung, CarletonJacobowski, E
Performers: Herb Butterfield ; Bill Conrad ; Nell Tangeman ; Carleton Young. Contents: Around
in a whirl -- When love is young -- Love is the hour -- Soldier's life -- Song of hope -- Away to
the chateau -- O fairest belle -- Lullabye -- When love is young -- Finale.

Familiar stranger,. September 28, 1953
*LJ-16 433
*LJ-16 434 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
Lawrence, Jerome, 1915-2004Lee, Robert Edwin, 1918-1994Warenskjold, Dorothy

Fantaisie impromptu,. August 25, 1952
*LJ-16 325
*LJ-16 326 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
Lawrence, Jerome, 1915-2004Lee, Robert Edwin, 1918-1994Warenskjold, Dorothy
The firefly. Selections / Rudolf Friml, April 11, 1949
*LT-10 3119 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
Conner, Nadine; Hearn, Sam; Reed, Alan; Stevens, Sheila; MacRae, Gordon; Miller, Marvin; Luboff, Norman; Dragon, Carmen; Friml, Rudolf, 1879-1972; Harbach, Otto
Music, Rudolf Friml. Lyrics and Otto Harbach. Performers: Gordon MacRae; Nadine Conner; Sam Hearn; Alan Reed; Sheila Stevens. Marvin Miller, announcer; Norman Luboff, choir director; Carmen Dragon, orchestra leader. Broadcast on ABC. Access to original items restricted. Original in: *LJ-16 45, *LJ-16 46. Contents: Love is like a firefly -- Woman's smile -- Giannina mia -- Away to Bermuda -- Donkey serenade -- Sympathy -- When a maid comes knocking at your heart -- Sympathy -- Giannina mia -- Finale.

The firefly / Rudolf Friml, December 4, 1950
*LT-10 9575 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
MacRae, Gordon; Miller, Marvin; Dragon, Carmen; Holloway, Gene; Sarnoff, Dorothy; Friml, Rudolf, 1879-1972; Luboff Choir

The firefly. Selections / Rudolf Friml, February 25, 1952
*LT-7 1816 (1 sound tape reel : analog, 7 1/2 ips ; 7 in.)
Gerson, Betty Lou; Kirsten, Dorothy, 1917-; Friml, Rudolf, 1879-1972
Contents incomplete. Performers: Betty Lou Gerson; Dorothy Kirsten. Contents: Love is like a firefly -- Woman's smile -- When a maid comes knocking at your heart -- Giannina mia -- Love is like a firefly -- Sympathy -- Away to Bermuda -- Donkey serenade -- Giannina mia.

The firefly. Selections / Rudolf Friml, October 26, 1953
*LJ-16 441
*LJ-16 442 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
Warenskjold, Dorothy

The fortune teller. Selections / Victor Herbert, April 25, 1949
*LT-10 812 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
Felton, Verna; Munsel, Patrice, 1925-2016; Pangborn, Franklin; MacRae, Gordon; Miller, Marvin; Dragon, Carmen; Luboff, Norman; Herbert, Victor; Smith, Harry B
The fortune teller. Selections / Victor Herbert.. March 26, 1951
*LJ-16 9573 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
MacRae, Gordon; Miller, Marvin; Dragon, Carmen; Holloway, Gene; Conner, Nadine; Backus, Jim; Herbert, Victor; Luboff Choir

The fortune teller. Selections / Victor Herbert., April 13, 1953
*LJ-16 386
*LJ-16 387 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
The fortune teller. Romany life Finale Backus, Jim; Feld, Fritz; Warenskjold, Dorothy; Herbert, Victor

Friederike. Selections / Franz Lehar., February 18, 1952
*LT-7 1815 (1 sound tape reel : analog, 7 1/2 ips ; 7 in.)
Friederike. Waltz Finale Butteryfield, Herb; McKee, Tom; Morison, Patricia; Lehár, Franz
Performers: Herb Butteryfield; Tom McKee; Patricia Morison. Contents: Waltz -- Rising star -- I asked my heart -- Rose in the heather -- When hearts were young -- Rose in the heather -- Romantic fool -- Why did you kiss my heart away? -- Finale.

The Friml story., July 13, 1953
*LJ-16 410
*LJ-16 411 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
Lawrence, Jerome, 1915-2004; Lee, Robert Edwin, 1918-1994; Warenskjold, Dorothy

The gay 90's., June 19, 1950
*LT-10 9572 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
Miller, Marvin; Dragon, Carmen; Holloway, Gene; Norman, Lucille; Herbert, Victor; Olcott, Chauncey; De Koven, Reginald; MacRae, Gordon; Luboff Choir

Girl crazy. Selections / George Gershwin., December 6, 1948
*LT-7 1794 (1 sound tape reel : analog, 7 1/2 ips ; 7 in.)
Girl crazy. Bidin' my time Finale Bendix, William; Day, Doris; Edwards, Joan; Kirkpatrick, Jess; Reed, Alan; Gershwin, George, 1898-1937
Guide to the
The Railroad hour, radio program [sound recording]

Series V: Railroad Hour (Radio program), (cont.)

**Girl from Utah. Selections / Jerome Kern.**, January 18, 1954
*LT-7 1829 (1 sound tape reel : analog, 7 1/2 ips ; 7 in.)

Girl from Utah. Land of let's pretend
Performers: Ann Ayars ; Dan Tobin. Contents: Land of let's pretend -- Same sort of girl -- They didn't believe me -- Why don't they dance the polka any more? -- Alice in Wonderland -- Same sort of girl -- They didn't believe me.

**The golden curtain.**, September 22, 1952
*LJ-16 333
*LJ-16 334 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)

Lawrence, Jerome, 1915-2004
Lee, Robert Edwin, 1918-1994
Warenskjold, Dorothy

**Der Graf von Luxemburg. Selections / Franz Lehar.**, February 20, 1950
*LT-10 809 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)

Conner, Nadine
Kirkwood, Jack
MacRae, Gordon
Lehár, Franz
Smith, Edgar
Miller, Marvin
Luboff, Norman
Dragon, Carmen


- Only one hour -- At last -- Music is born -- Spring in Vienna -- With all my heart -- On the beautiful blue Danube -- Finale.
The great waltz. Selections / Johann Strauss,., April 9, 1951
*LT-7 1807 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
The great waltz. Only one hourFinaleColter, DorothyColter, JosephKirsten, Dorothy, 1917-
Strauss, Johann, 1825-1899
Music, Johann Strauss. Lyrics, Desmond Carter. Performers: Dorothy Colter ; Joseph Colter ;
Dorothy Kirsten. Access to original items restricted. Original in: "*LJ-16 216, "*LJ-16
217. Contents: Only one hour -- At last -- Music is born -- Spring in Vienna -- With all my heart
-- On the beautiful blue Danube -- Finale.

The great waltz. Selections / Johann Strauss,., May 19, 1952
*LJ-16 306
*LJ-16 307 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
The great waltz. Music is bornFinaleMcIntyre, JohnNolan, JeanetteNorman, LucilleStrauss,
Johann, 1825-1899
Music, Johann Strauss. Lyrics, Desmond Carter. Performers: John McIntyre ; Jeanette Nolan ;
born -- At last -- Only one hour -- With all my heart -- On the beautiful blue Danube -- Finale.

The great waltz. Selections / Johann Strauss,., March 1, 1954
*LJ-16 471
*LJ-16 472 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
The great waltz. Music is bornFinaleButterfield, HerbJewell, IsabelMalbin, ElaineMerrill,
LewRodby, EleanorStrauss, Johann, 1825-1899
Music, Johann Strauss. Lyrics, Desmond Carter. Performers: Herb Butterfield ; Isabel Jewell ;
Elaine Malbin ; Lew Merrill ; Eleanor Rodby. Access restricted. Advanced notification required
for use. Contents: Music is born -- At last -- Only one hour -- Music is born -- With all my heart --
On the beautiful blue Danube -- Finale.

The gypsy baron. Selections / Johann Strauss,., December 8, 1952
*LT-10 3120 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
FinaleBenzell, MimiNolan, JeanetteMacRae, GordonSchnitzer, IgnatzStrauss, Johann, 1825-
1899Miller, MarvinLuboff, NormanDragon, Carmen
Music, Johann Strauss. Lyrics, Ignatz Schnitzer. Performers: Gordon MacRae ; Mimi Benzell ;
Jeanette Nolan. Marvin Miller, announcer ; Norman Luboff, choir director ; Carmen Dragon,
orchestra leader. Broadcast on NBC. Access to original items restricted. Original in: "*LJ-16
353, "*LJ-16 354. Contents: It's a breeze -- Zinga! -- Sailor's chant -- I cannot wait to tell her so --
If you wish upon a star -- I live to love you -- Ah, see it glowing -- Song of the nightingale -- On
this victory day -- Finale.

The gypsy baron . Selections / Johann Strauss,., January 11, 1954
*LJ-16 459
*LJ-16 460 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
The gypsy baron. It's a breezeFinaleBenzell, MimiMarsh, MyraStrauss, Johann, 1825-1899
Sailor's chant -- I cannot wait to tell her so -- If you wish upon a star -- I live to love you -- Ah,
see it glowing -- Song of the nightingale -- On this victory day -- Finale.
The gypsy princess. Selections / Imre Kalman,. June 11, 1951
*L T-10 815 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
Finale
McNair, Howard
Novotna, Jarmila, 1907-1994
Varden, Norman
MacRae, Gordon
Miller, Marvin
Dragon, Carmen
Luboff, Norman
Kalman, Imre
Stanley, Arthur

The gypsy princess. Selections / Imre Kalman,. October 27, 1952
*L T-10 3121 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
The gypsy princess. Love's sweet song
Butterfield, Herb
Felton, Verna
Thebom, Blanche
Young, Carleton
Kalman, Imre

H.M.S. Pinafore. Selections / Arthur Sullivan,. March 6, 1950
*L T-10 3122 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
Baker, Kenny
Keys, Paul
Nealy, Helen
Norman, Lucille
MacRae, Gordon
Miller, Marvin
Dragon, Carmen
Luboff, Norman
Sullivan, Arthur, 1842-1900
Gilbert, W. S. (William Schwenck), 1836-1911
Music, Arthur Sullivan. Lyrics, William Gilbert. Performers: Gordon MacRae ; Kenny Baker ; Paul Keys ; Helen Nealy ; Lucille Norman. Marvin Miller, announcer ; Carmen Dragon, orchestra leader ; Norman Luboff, choir director. Broadcast on NBC. Access to original items restricted. Original in: "LJ-16 127, "LJ-16 128. Contents: Oh, we shall sail the ocean blue -- Dear little buttercup -- I love a lass above my station -- I am the captain of the Pinafore -- Sorry her lot who loves too well -- I am the monarch of the sea -- When I was a lad -- His eyes should flash -- Fair moon to thee I sing -- Never mind the why or wherefore -- Carefully on tiptoe stealing -- Oh joy, oh rapture unforeseen.

High button shoes. Selections / Jule Styne,. May 7, 1951
*L T-10 3122 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
Finale
Backus, Jim
Whiting, Margaret
MacRae, Gordon
Miller, Marvin
Dragon, Carmen
Luboff, Norman
Styne, Jule
Cahn, Sammy

Hit the deck. Selections / Vincent Youmans,. November 22, 1948
*L T-7 1792 (1 sound tape reel : analog, 7 1/2 ips ; 7 in.)
Finale
Backus, Jim
Langford, Frances
Series V: Railroad Hour (Radio program). (cont.)

**Holiday Inn. Selections / Irving Berlin.**, December 20, 1948
*LJ-16 24
*LJ-16 25.Contains: Happy holiday -- White Christmas -- New year song -- Abraham -- Be careful, it's my heart -- I've got plenty to be thankful for -- White Christmas -- Finale.

**Holiday Inn. Selections / Irving Berlin.**, October 29, 1951
*LJ-16 273
*LJ-16 274.Contains: Happy holiday -- Come to the Holiday Inn -- White Christmas -- New year song -- Abraham -- Be careful, it's my heart -- Easter parade -- I've got plenty to be thankful for -- Finale.

**Holiday Inn . Selections / Irving Berlin.**, December 15, 1952
*LJ-16 355
*LJ-16 356.Contains: Happy holiday -- Come to the Holiday Inn -- White Christmas -- New year song -- Abraham -- Be careful, it's my heart -- Easter parade -- I've got plenty to be thankful for -- Finale.

**Homecoming.**, May 31, 1954
*LJ-16 493
*LJ-16 494.Contains: I married an angel -- Spring is here -- Did you ever get stung? -- I married an angel -- I'll tell the man in the street -- Angel without wings -- Do it with a twinkle in your eye -- Finale.

**I married an angel. Selections / Richard Rodgers.**, January 14, 1952
*LT-10 815.Contains: I married an angel -- Spring is here -- Did you ever get stung? -- I married an angel -- I'll tell the man in the street -- Angel without wings -- Do it with a twinkle in your eye -- Finale.

**Innocents abroad.**, September 3, 1951
*LJ-16 256
*LJ-16 257.Contains: Home for the holidays -- I married an angel -- We must have faith -- I married an angel -- I'll tell the man in the street -- Angel without wings -- Do it with a twinkle in your eye -- Finale.
Irene. Selections / Harry Tierney., November 6, 1950
*LT-7 1805 (1 sound tape reel : analog, 7 1/2 ips ; 7 in.)
FinaleFelton, VernaJohnson, LamontPayne, BruceWilson, Eileen
Lyrics by Joseph McCarthy. Book by James Montgomery. Performers: Verna Felton ; Lamont Johnson ; Bruce Payne ; Eileen Wilson. Contents: Hobbies -- In my sweet little Alice blue gown -- Castle of dreams -- Irene -- To be worthy of you -- Last part of any party -- Finale.

Irene. Selections / Harry Tierney., May 25, 1953
*LJ-16 396
*LJ-16 397 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
FinaleMcKee, TomNolan, JeanetteWarenskjold, Dorothy

Irene. Selections / Harry Tierney., March 22, 1954
*LJ-16 477
*LJ-16 478 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
FinaleFelton, VernaMalbin, ElaineMcKee, Tom

Journey into the sun., September 10, 1951
*LJ-16 258
*LJ-16 259 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
Lawrence, Jerome, 1915-2004Lee, Robert Edwin, 1918-1994Warenskjold, Dorothy

Jubilee. Selections / Cole Porter., November 19, 1951
*LT-10 816 (1 sound disc : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
FinaleBenaderet, BeaKirsten, Dorothy, 1917-Osborne, TedWaldo, JanetYoung, CarletonMacRae, GordonLuboff, NormanDragon, CarmenMiller, MarvinPorter, Cole, 1891-1964
Music and lyrics, Cole Porter. Performers: Gordon MacRae ; Dorothy Kirsten ; Bea Benaderet ; Ted Osborne ; Janet Waldo ; Carleton Young. Marvin Miller, announcer ; Norman Luboff, choir director ; Carmen Dragon, orchestra leader. Broadcast on NBC. Access to original items restricted. Original in: *LJ-16 275. Contents: Just one of those things -- Why shouldn't I know love? -- Begin the beguine -- When love comes your way -- Just one of those things -- Me and Marie -- Just one of those things -- Love is all that's really worth thinking of -- Finale.

Katinka. Selections / Rudolf Friml., May 28, 1951
*LT-7 1808 (1 sound tape reel : analog, 7 1/2 ips ; 7 in.)
Katinka, KatinkaDickey, AnnamaryWoodell, BarbaraFriml, Rudolf, 1879-1972
Performers: Annamary Dickey ; Barbara Woodell. Contents: Katinka -- In the heart of a song -- Pigeon song -- Tis the end and farewell -- Sounds of silver cymbals -- Meaning of our secret.
Kiss me, Kate. Selections / Cole Porter. March 24, 1952
*LT-10 3124 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
FinaleMunsel, Patrice, 1925-2016MacRae, GordonMiller, MarvinDragon, CarmenLuboff,
NormanPorter, Cole, 1891-1964
Music and lyrics by Cole Porter. Performers: Gordon MacRae; Patrice Munsel, Marvin Miller, announcer ; Carmen Dragon, orchestra leader ; Norman Luboff, choir director. Broadcast on NBC. Access to original items restricted. Original in: *LJ-16 296, *LJ-16 297.Contents: Another op'ning, another show -- Wunderbar -- So in love -- We open in Venice -- I've come to wive it wealthily in Padua -- I hate men -- Kiss me, Kate -- Were thine that special face -- Always true to you in my fashion -- So in love -- Finale.

Lady, be good! . Selections / George Gershwin. February 21, 1949
*LT-10 817 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
FinaleBeal, JohnColby, MarionEmerson, HopeMarx, GrouchoReed, AlanFields, EddyMacRae,
GordonMiller, MarvinLuboff, NormanDragon, CarmenGershwin, George, 1898-1937Gershwin,
Ira, 1896-1983
Music, George Gershwin. Lyrics, Ira Gershwin. Performers: Gordon MacRae; Groucho Marx; John Beal; Marion Colby; Hope Emerson; Alan Reed; Eddy Fields. Marvin Miller, announcer; Norman Luboff, choir director; Carmen Dragon, orchestra leader. Access to original items restricted. Original in: *LJ-16 35, *LJ-16 36.Contents: Hang on to me -- Lady, be good -- So do I -- Lady, be good -- Fascinating rhythm -- You don't know the half of it, dearie blues -- Finale.

*LT-10 816 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
Powell, JaneMacRae, GordonMiller, MarvinLuboff, NormanDragon, CarmenCohan, George M
Music and lyrics, George M. Cohan. Adapted by Lawrence and Lee. Performers: Gordon MacRae; Jane Powell, Marvin Miller, announcer; Norman Luboff, choir director; Carmen Dragon, orchestra leader. Broadcast on NBC. Access to original items restricted. Original in: *LJ-16 129, *LJ-16 130.Contents: Nelly Kelly waltz -- You're all my boys -- You remind me of my mother -- Kelly is the grandest name -- Police! -- Magic melody of love -- All I can promise -- Nelly Kelly waltz.

The little minister. June 23, 1952
*LJ-16 310 (1 sound disc : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
Lawrence, Jerome, 1915-2004Lee, Robert Edwin, 1918-1994Warenskjold, Dorothy

Long ago. August 20, 1951
*LJ-16 252
*LJ-16 253 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
Lawrence, Jerome, 1915-2004Lee, Robert Edwin, 1918-1994Warenskjold, Dorothy

Lorna Doone. August 31, 1953
*LJ-16 424
*LJ-16 425 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
Lawrence, Jerome, 1915-2004Lee, Robert Edwin, 1918-1994Warenskjold, Dorothy
Louisiana purchase. Selections / Irving Berlin,. January 16, 1950
*L T-10 818 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
FinaleMoore, VictorNolan, JeanetteNorman, LucilleMacRae, GordonMiller, MarvinDragon,
CarmenLuboff, NormanBerlin, Irving. 1888-1989
Music and lyrics, Irving Berlin. Performers: Gordon MacRae ; Lucille Norman ; Victor Moore ;
Jeanette Nolan. Marvin Miller, announcer ; Carmen Dragon, orchestra leader ; Norman Luboff,
choir director. Broadcast on NBC. Access to original items restricted. Original in: "*LJ-16 113,
*LJ-16 114. Contents: Louisiana purchase -- Tomorrow is a lovely day -- And I'm a fool -- You're
lonely and I'm lonely -- You can't brush me off -- Finale.

Love song (Musical),. July 21, 1952
*LJ-16 315
*LJ-16 316 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
Lawrence, Jerome, 1915-2004Lee, Robert Edwin, 1918-1994Warenskjold, Dorothy

Love story,. June 15, 1953
*LJ-16 402
*LJ-16 403 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
Lawrence, Jerome, 1915-2004Lee, Robert Edwin, 1918-1994Warenskjold, Dorothy

Die lustige Witwe. Selections / Franz Lehar,. March 7, 1949
*LT-10 874 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
Die lustige Witwe. Magic in the waltzDie lustige Witwe. Maxim'sFinaleMacDonald,
JeanetteLehár, Franz
Also known as the Merry Widow. Performer: Jeanette MacDonald. Access to original items

Die lustige Witwe / Franz Lehar,. January 23, 1950
*LT-10 9568 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
Miller, MarvinDragon, CarmenKirkwood, JackKirsten, Dorothy, 1917-MacRae, Gordon
Norman Luboff ChoirLawrence and Lee
National Broadcasting Company radio network broadcast. Sponsored by The Association of American Railroads. Off line recording from KFI Los Angeles CA. Also known as the Merry Widow. Performers: Gordon MacRae ; Jack Kirkwood ; Dorothy Kirsten ; Norman Luboff Choir.
Marvin Miller, announcer ; Carmen Dragon, orchestra leader. Adapted by Lawrence and Lee.

Die lustige Witwe / Franz Lehar,. June 25, 1951
*LT-10 9574 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
Merry WidowMacRae, GordonMiller, MarvinDragon, CarmenHolloway, GeneConner,
NadineKirkwood, JackLehár, FranzNorman Luboff Choir
National Broadcasting Company radio network broadcast. Sponsored by The Association of American Railroads. Off line recording from KFI Los Angeles CA. Also known as The merry widow. Performers: Gordon MacRae ; Norman Luboff Choir ; Nadine Conner ; Jack Kirkwood.
Marvin Miller, announcer ; Carmen Dragon, orchestra leader. Adapted by Gene Holloway.
Guide to the
The Railroad hour, radio program [sound recording]

Series V: Railroad Hour (Radio program). (cont.)

Die lustige Witwe. Selections / Franz Lehar., January 26, 1953
*LJ-16 366
*LJ-16 367 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
Die lustige Witwe. Merry widow waltzDie lustige Witwe. Maxim'sKirkwood, JackKirsten,
Dorothy, 1917-Lehár, Franz
Performers: Jack Kirkwood ; Dorothy Kirsten. Access restricted. Advanced notification required
for use.Contents: Merry widow waltz -- Maxim's -- Viljalied -- Magic in the waltz -- Prince and
princess -- Girls at Maxim's -- Women -- I love you so.

Die lustige Witwe. Selections / Franz Lehar., November 16, 1953
*LJ-16 445
*LJ-16 446 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
Die lustige Witwe. Merry widow waltzDie lustige Witwe. Maxim'sKirkwood, JackKirsten,
Dorothy, 1917-Lehár, Franz
Also known as the Merry Widow. Performers: Jack Kirkwood ; Dorothy Kirsten. Access
restricted. Advanced notification required for use.Contents: Merry widow waltz -- Maxim's --
Viljalied -- Magic in the waltz -- Prince and princess -- Maxim's -- Girls at Maxim's -- Women -- I
love you so.

Lute song. Selections / Raymond Scott., March 23, 1953
*LT-10 818 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
Lute song. Lute songFinaleBenzell, MimiCurran, WilliamTemple, AlvinaScott, Raymond
Performers: Mimi Benzell ; William Curran ; Alvina Temple. Access to original items restricted.
you are -- Mountain high, valley low -- See the monkey -- Willow tree -- Bitter harvest -- Finale.

Madama Butterfly. Selections / Giacomo Puccini., April 23, 1951
*LT-10 3124 (1 sound disc : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
FinaleLawrence, Jerome, 1915-2004Lee, Robert Edwin, 1918-1994Conner, NadineOsborne,
TedRavenscroft, ThoroughWoodell, BarbaraMacRae, GordonMiller, MarvinLuboff,
NormanDragon, CarmenPuccini, Giacomo, 1858-1924
Music, Giacomo Puccini. Performers: Gordon MacRae ; Nadine Conner ; T ed Osborne ;
Thorough Ravenscroft ; Barbara Woodall. Marvin Miller, announcer ; Norman Luboff, choir
director ; Carmen Dragon, orchestra leader. Broadcast on NBC. Access to original items
restricted. Original in: *LJ-16 220.Contents: If love or reason -- The uncle's curse -- Now you
are all my own -- One fine day -- No, no -- Butterfly's farewell -- Finale.

Madame Sherry. Selections / Karl Hoschna., April 17, 1950
*LT-10 873 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
FinaleBell, MarionJewell, IsabelOsborne, TedMacRae, GordonMiller, MarvinLuboff,
NormanDragon, CarmenHolloway, GeneHoschna, KarlHarbach, Otto
Music, Karl Hoschna ; lyrics, Otto Harbach. Dramatized by Gene Holloway. Performers: Marion
Bell ; Isabel Jewell ; Ted Osborne. Gordon MacRae, host ; Marvin Miller, announcer ; Norman
Luboff, choir director ; Carmen Dragon, orchestra leader. Access to original items restricted.
Original in: *LJ-16 139, *LJ-16 140.Contents: Every little movement -- Very odd man -- You'll be
sorry if you don't -- Every little movement -- Maybe a smile -- He kissed -- Finale.
Madame Sherry. Selections / Karl Hoschna., October 8, 1951
*LJ-16 267
*LJ-16 268 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
Madame Sherry. Every little movementFinaleConner, NadineJewell, IsabelOsborne,
TedHoschna, Karl
Conner ; Isabel Jewell ; Ted Osborne ; Karl Hoschna. Access restricted. Advanced notification
required for use.Contents: Every little movement -- Very odd man -- You'll be sorry if you don't
-- Every little movement -- Maybe a smile -- He kissed -- Finale.

Mademoiselle Modiste. Selections / Victor Herbert., April 4, 1949
*LT-7 1800 (1 sound tape reel : analog, 7 1/2 ips ; 7 in.)
Mademoiselle Modiste. HatsFinaleBenaderet, BeaKirsten, Dorothy, 1917-Reed, AlanHerbert,
Victor
Performers: Bea Benaderet ; Dorothy Kirsten ; Alan Reed. Contents: Hats -- I want what I want
when I want it -- Kiss me again -- Ah, but in dreams -- Time and the place and the girl -- Song
to a distant star -- Kiss me again -- Charity -- Mascot of the troops -- Finale.

Mademoiselle Modiste / Victor Herbert., February 27, 1950
*LT-10 9566 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
FinaleMiller, MarvinDragon, CarmenFelton, VernaKearns, JosephPowell, JaneHerbert,
VictorMacRae, GordonNorman Luboff Choir
National Broadcasting Company radio network broadcast. Sponsored by The Association of
American Railroads. Off line recording from KFI Los Angeles CA. Performers; Gordon MacRae
; Norman Luboff Choir ; Verna Felton ; Joseph Kearns ; Jane Powell. Marvin Miller, announcer ;
Carmen Dragon, orchestra leader. Adapted by Lawrence and Lee. Access to original items
it -- Kiss me again -- Ah, but in dreams -- Time and the place and the girl -- Mascot of the
troops -- Finale.

Mademoiselle Modiste., Selections / Victor Herbert., November 26, 1951
*LT-7 1811 (1 sound tape reel : analog, 7 1/2 ips ; 7 in.)
Mademoiselle Modiste. HatsFinaleFelton, VernaKearns, JosephKirsten, Dorothy, 1917-Wright,
WillHerbert, Victor
Performers: Verna Felton ; Joseph Kearns ; Dorothy Kirsten ; Will Wright. Contents: Hats -- I
want what I want when I want it -- Kiss me again -- Ah, but in dreams -- Time and the place and
the girl -- Mascot of the troops -- Finale.

Maestro., September 15, 1952
*LJ-16 331
*LJ-16 332 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
Lawrence, Jerome, 1915-2004Lee, Robert Edwin, 1918-1994Warenskjold, Dorothy

Man without a country., June 29, 1953
*LJ-16 406
*LJ-16 407 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
Lawrence, Jerome, 1915-2004Lee, Robert Edwin, 1918-1994Warenskjold, Dorothy
Marinka. Selections / Imre Kalman., December 3, 1951
*L T-10 873 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
Bushman, Francis X; Martell, Ted; Osborne, Curt; Swarthout, Gladys, 1904-; Marion, George
Jr; MacRae, Gordon; Miller, Marvin; Luboff, Norman; Dragon, Carmen
Music by Imre Kalman. Lyrics by George Marion. Dramatized by Lawrence and Lee. Performers: Gordon MacRae; Gladys Swarthout; Ted Osborne; Curt Martell. Marvin Miller, announcer; Norman Luboff, choir director; Carmen Dragon, orchestra leader. Access to original items restricted. Original in: "LJ-16 276, "LJ-16 277". Contents: Only one touch of Vienna -- If I never waltz again -- Turn on the charm -- Sigh by night -- I know -- One last love song.

Martha. Selections / Friedrich von Flotow., October 15, 1951
*LJ-16 269
*LJ-16 270 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
Martha. Richmond fair; Finale; Conried, Hans; Norman, Lucille; Flotow, Friedrich von

*LT-10 3125 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
Finale; Swarthout, Gladys, 1904-; Young, Carleton; MacRae, Gordon; Miller, Marvin; Dragon, Carmen; Luboff, Norman; Flotow, Friedrich von
Music, Friedrich von Flotow. Performers: Gordon MacRae; Gladys Swarthout; Carleton Young. Marvin Miller, announcer; Carmen Dragon, orchestra leader; Norman Luboff, choir director. Broadcast on NBC. Access to original items restricted. Original in: "LJ-16 469, "LJ-16 470". Contents: Richmond fair -- There's naught I cannot do -- Spinning song -- My heart's in danger -- Lasst mich euch fragen -- Good night -- Ah, so pure -- Follow the hunt -- May heaven above forgive thee -- Finale.

Mary. Selections / Louis A. (Louis Achille) Hirsch., May 4, 1953
*LT-7 1826 (1 sound tape reel : analog, 7 1/2 ips ; 7 in.)
Mary. Love nest; Mary. Down on the old Kansas farm; Kirsten, Dorothy, 1917-; Marlow, Norman; Tully, Tom; Hirsch, Louis A. (Louis Achille), 1887-1924
Performers: Dorothy Kirsten; Norman Marlow; Tom Tully. Contents: Love nest -- Down on the old Kansas farm -- Anything you want to do, dear -- Love nest -- Down on the old Kansas farm -- Love nest -- Waiting -- Deeper -- Love nest.

Maytime. Selections / Sigmund Romberg., October 6, 1952
*LT-10 885 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
Finale; Corcoran, Noreen; Kirsten, Dorothy, 1917-; Ogg, Sammy; MacRae, Gordon; Romberg, Sigmund; Young, Rida; Johnson Luboff, Norman; Dragon, Carmen; Miller, Marvin
Music, Sigmund Romberg; lyrics, Rida Johnson Young. Dramatized by Lawrence and Lee. Performers: Dorothy Kirsten; Sammy Ogg; Noreen Corcoran. Gordon MacRae, host; Norman Luboff, choir director; Carmen Dragon, orchestra leader; Marvin Miller, announcer. Access to original items restricted. Original in: "LJ-16 337, "LJ-16 338". Contents: In our little home sweet home -- Gypsy song -- Will you remember? -- Only one girl for me -- It's a windy day at the battery -- Road to paradise -- Dancing will keep you young -- Finale.
Maytime. Selections / Sigmund Romberg., February 1, 1954
*LJ-16 463
*LJ-16 464 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
Maytime. In our little home sweet homeMaytime. Gypsy songFinaleAyenoni, PattyConner, NadineOgg, SammyRomberg, Sigmund
Performers: Patty Ayenoni ; Nadine Conner ; Sammy Ogg. Access restricted. Advanced notification required for use.Contents: In our little home sweet home -- Gypsy song -- Will you remember? -- Only one girl for me -- It's a windy day at the battery -- Road to paradise -- Dancing will keep you young -- Finale.

The Mikado. Selections / Arthur S. Sullivan., December 5, 1949
*LT-10 3125 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
Music, Arthur Sullivan. Lyrics, William S. Gilbert. Performers: Gordon MacRae ; Kenny Baker ; Arthur Q. Bryan ; Evelyn Case ; Verna Felton ; Lew Merrill. Marvin Miller, announcer ; Carmen Dragon, orchestra leader ; Norman Luboff, choir director. Broadcast on NBC. Access to original items restricted. Original in: *LJ-16 101, *LJ-16 102.Contents: We are gentlemen of Japan -- Wand'ring minstrel, I -- Behold the lord high executioner -- I have a little list -- Three little maids -- He's going to marry Yum-Yum -- Sun, whose rays -- Here's a howdy-do! -- Flowers that bloom in the spring -- Tit-willow -- Finale.

Million pound bank note., September 14, 1953
*LJ-16 428
*LJ-16 429 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
Lawrence, Jerome, 1915-2004Lee, Robert Edwin, 1918-1994Warenskjold, Dorothy

The minstrel boy. Selections / Tom Moore., September 21, 1953
*LJ-16 430
*LJ-16 431 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
FinaeLawrence, Jerome, 1915-2004Lee, Robert Edwin, 1918-1994Warenskjold, Dorothy
Performer: Dorothy Warenskjold. Access restricted. Advanced notification required for use.Contents: Minstrel boy -- Believe me -- If all those endearing young charms -- Last rose of summer -- And I'm as weak as ever -- No more -- Soft in the stilly night -- When Erin smiled -- Finale.

The minstrel boy. Selections / Tom Moore., March 15, 1954
*LT-10 3126 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
FinaeLawrence, Jerome, 1915-2004Lee, Robert Edwin, 1918-1994MacConnell, KeithNorman, LucilleMacRae, GordonMoore, TomMiller, MarvinDragon, CarmenLuboff, Norman
Music and lyrics, Tom Moore. Performers: Gordon MacRae ; Lucille Norman ; Keith MacConnell. Marvin Miller, announcer ; Carmen Dragon, orchestra leader ; Norman Luboff, choir director. Broadcast on NBC. Access to original items restricted. Original in: *LJ-16 475, *LJ-16 476.Contents: Minstrel boy -- Believe me -- If all those endearing young charms -- Minstrel boy -- Last rose of summer -- And I'm as weak as ever -- Believe me -- If all those endearing young charms -- No more -- Soft in the stilly night -- When Erin smiled -- Finale.

Miss Cinderella., August 18, 1952
*LJ-16 323
*LJ-16 324 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
Lawrence, Jerome, 1915-2004Lee, Robert Edwin, 1918-1994Warenskjold, Dorothy
Music in the air. Selections / Jerome Kern., October 24, 1949
*LT-7 1803 (1 sound tape reel : analog, 7 1/2 ips ; 7 in.)
Music in air. Song is youMusic in the air. Why haven't I told you?FinaleCowan, JeromePowell, JaneGerson, Betty LouKern, Jerome, 1885-1945
Music, Jerome Kern. Lyrics and book, Oscar Hammerstein II. Performers: Jerome Cowan ; Jane Powell ; Betty Lou Gerson.Contents: Song is you -- Why haven't I told you? -- There's a hill beyond the hill -- Song is you -- And love was born -- We belong together -- Why haven't I told you? -- Finale.

Music in the air. Selections / Jerome Kern., April 30, 1951
*LT-10 3126 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
Stafford, JoMacRae, GordonWaldo, JanetPayne, BruceYoung, CarltonSimpson, MarionMiller, MarvinLuboff, NormanDragon, CarmenKern, Jerome, 1885-1945
Music, Jerome Kern. Lyrics, Oscar Hammerstein II. Performers: Gordon MacRae ; Jo Stafford ; Jane Waldo ; Bruce Payne ; Carlton Young ; Marion Simpson. Marvin Miller, announcer ; Norman Luboff, choir director ; Carmen Dragon, orchestra leader. Broadcast on NBC. Access to original items restricted. Original in: *LJ-16 221, *LJ-16 222.Contents: Song is you -- Why haven't I told you? -- There's a hill beyond the hill -- Song is you -- And love was born -- We belong together -- Why haven't I told you?

*LJ-16 461
*LJ-16 462 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
Music in air. Song is youBenzell, MimiGerson, Betty LouJewell, IsabelYoung, CarletonKern, Jerome, 1885-1945
Music, Jerome Kern. Lyrics and book, Oscar Hammerstein II. Performers: Mimi Benzell ; Betty Lou Gerson ; Isabel Jewell ; Carleton Young. Access restricted. Advanced notification required for use.Contents: Song is you -- Why haven't I told you? -- There's a hill beyond the hill -- Song is you -- And love was born -- We belong together -- Song is you.

My Maryland . Selections / Sigmund Romberg., May 26, 1952
*LT-10 886 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
FinaleBurr, RaymondGrey, VirginiaKirsten, Dorothy, 1917-Shay, JohnMacRae, GordonDonnelly, DorothyLuboff, NormanMiller, MarvinDragon, Carmen
My romance. Selections / Sigmund Romberg, January 5, 1953
*L T-7 1824 (1 sound tape reel : analog, 7 1/2 ips ; 7 in.)
My romance. 1898 Finale Butterfield, Herb Case, Evelyn Logan, Barbara Ranckus, Dida Romberg, Sigmund
Performers: Herb Butterfield ; Evelyn Case ; Barbara Logan ; Dida Ranckus.
Contents: 1898 -- Written in your hand -- Love and laughter -- From now onward -- Bella Donna -- If only -- In love with romance -- Finale.

Naughty Marietta. Selections / Victor Herbert, January 17, 1949
*L T-7 1796 (1 sound tape reel : analog, 7 1/2 ips ; 7 in.)
Naughty Marietta. Ah! Sweet mystery of life Finale MacDonald, Jeanette Herbert, Victor
Contents: Ah! Sweet mystery of life -- Prayer -- 'Neath the southern moon -- Tramp, tramp, tramp -- Italian street song -- I'm falling in love with someone -- Ah! Sweet mystery of life -- Finale.

Naughty Marietta / Victor Herbert, April 10, 1950
*L T-10 9566 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
Miller, Marvin Dragon, Carmen Conner, Nadine Nolan, Jeanette Waterman, William Herbert, Victor MacRae, Gordon Luboff Choir Lawrence and Lee
Contents: Ah! Sweet mystery of life -- Tramp, tramp, tramp -- Naughty Marietta -- Italian street song -- Ah! Sweet mystery of life -- 'Neath the southern moon -- I'm falling in love with someone -- Ah! Sweet mystery of life.

Naughty Marietta. Selections / Victor Herbert, October 20, 1952
*L T-7 1823 (1 sound tape reel : analog, 7 1/2 ips ; 7 in.)
Fries, Paul Johnson, William Kirsten, Dorothy, 1917-
Contents: Tramp, tramp, tramp -- Naughty Marietta -- 'Neath the southern moon -- Ah! Sweet mystery of life -- Italian street song -- I'm falling in love with someone -- Ah! Sweet mystery of life.

The necklace, July 14, 1952
*LJ-16 313
*LJ-16 314 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
Lawrence, Jerome, 1915-2004 Lee, Robert Edwin, 1918-1994 Warenskjold, Dorothy
Series V: Railroad Hour (Radio program). (cont.)

New Year's program., January 1, 1951
*L T-10 9743 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)

New Year's program., December 31, 1951
*LJ-16 280
*LJ-16 281 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)

The new moon. Selections / Sigmund Romberg., November 29, 1948
*L T-7 1793 (1 sound tape reel : analog, 7 1/2 ips ; 7 in.)
Finale Conner, Nadine Gould, Sandra Kearns, Joseph Vallee, Rudy
Music, Sigmund Romberg. Lyrics, Oscar Hammerstein II. Performers: Nadine Conner; Sandra Gould; Joseph Kearns; Rudy Vallee. Contents: Stouthearted men -- Marianne -- One kiss -- Wanting you -- Lover come back to me -- Softly, as in a morning sunrise -- One kiss -- Finale.

The new moon / Sigmund Romberg., October 10, 1949
*L T-10 3127 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
Massey, Ilona Miller, Marvin Dragon, Carmen Holloway, Gene Hammerstein, Oscar II, 1895-1960 Mandel, Frank Schwab, Lawrence Freise, Paul Roberts, Thea MacRae, Gordon Norman Luboff Choir

The new moon. Selections / Sigmund Romberg., January 29, 1951
*L T-10 9570 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
Finale Rae, Gordon Miller, Marvin Dragon, Carmen Holloway, Gene Conner, Nadine Kirsten, Dorothy, 1917-Moore, Gerald Vitali, Charles Romberg, Sigmund Norman Luboff Choir
The new moon. Selections / Sigmund Romberg, June 21, 1954
*LJ-16 499
*LJ-16 500 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
Norman, Lucille

The new moon: Western release. Selections / Sigmund Romberg, October 10, 1949
*LT-10 3127 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
Massey, Ilona

New wine, June 22, 1953
*LJ-16 404
*LJ-16 405 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
Lawrence, Jerome, 1915-2004 Lee, Robert Edwin, 1918-1994 Warenskjold, Dorothy

Night music, September 7, 1953
*LJ-16 426
*LJ-16 427 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
Lawrence, Jerome, 1915-2004 Lee, Robert Edwin, 1918-1994 Warenskjold, Dorothy

Nina Rosa. Selections / Sigmund Romberg, May 14, 1951
*LT-10 886 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
Finale Benzell, Mimi Leeds, Peter MacRae, Gordon Miller, Marvin Dragon, Carmen Caesar, Irving Luboff, Norman

No, no, Nanette. Selections / Vincent Youmans, November 21, 1949
*LT-10 887 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
Finale Day, Doris Felton, Verna Youmans, Vincent Caesar, Irving Harbach, Otto MacRae, Gordon Miller, Marvin Luboff, Norman Dragon, Carmen
Music by Vincent Youmans. Lyrics by Irving Caesar and Otto Harbach. Performers: Doris Day ; Verna Felton ; Gordon MacRae. Marvin Miller, announcer ; Norman Luboff, choir director ; Carmen Dragon, orchestra leader. Broadcast on NBC. Access to original items restricted. Original in: *LJ-16 97, *LJ-16 98 Contents: No, no, Nanette -- Tea for two -- I want to be happy -- No, no, Nanette -- Call of the sea -- Take a little one step -- Finale.

On wings of song, August 3, 1953
*LJ-16 416
*LJ-16 417 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
Lawrence, Jerome, 1915-2004 Lee, Robert Edwin, 1918-1994 Warenskjold, Dorothy
On your toes. Selections / Richard Rodgers,. November 17, 1952
*L-10 3128 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
Finale: Bell, Marion; Feld, Fritz; Jewell, Isabel; Leeds, Peter

One touch of Venus. Selections / Kurt Weill,. April 16, 1951
*L-10 937 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
Simms, Ginny; MacRae, Gordon; Weill, Kurt; Nash, Ogden; Holloway, Gene; Hainer, Donna; Dragon, Carmen; Luboff, Norman; Miller, Marvin

The only girl. Selections / Victor Herbert,. March 20, 1950
*L-10 938 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
Snowden, Eric; Waresjkold, Dorothy; MacRae, Gordon; Dragon, Carmen; Luboff, Norman; Herbert, Victor

Orange blossoms. Selections / Victor Herbert,. November 13, 1950
*L-10 939 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
Finale: Christine, Virginia; McNair, Howard; Waresjkold, Dorothy; MacRae, Gordon; Dragon, Carmen; Luboff, Norman; Herbert, Victor; DeSylva, B.G.

Orange blossoms. Selections / Victor Herbert,. February 11, 1952
*LJ-16 290
Finale: Case, Evelyn; Jewell, Isabel; McNair, Howard

Penny whistle,. July 6, 1953
*LJ-16 408
Lawrence, Jerome, 1915-2004; Lee, Robert Edwin, 1918-1994; Waresjkold, Dorothy
Guide to the  
The Railroad hour, radio program [sound recording]

Series V: Railroad Hour (Radio program). (cont.)

**Penny whistle.**, May 24, 1954
*LJ-16 491
*LJ-16 492 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
Lawrence, Jerome, 1915-2004Lee, Robert Edwin, 1918-1994Warenskjold, Dorothy

**Pink lady. Selections / Ivan Caryll.**, May 8, 1950
*L T-10 889 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
Chekhov, MichaelGerson, Betty LouNorman, LucilleRodby, EleanorMacRae, GordonMiller,
MarvinCaryll, IvanMcLellen, C.M.S.Luboff, NormanDragon, Carmen
Music, Ivan Caryll. Lyrics, C.M.S. McLellen. Dramatized by Lawrence and Lee. Performers: Gordon MacRae ; Lucille Norman ; Eleanor Rodby ; Michael Chekhov ; Betty Lou Gerson.
Marvin Miller, announcer ; Norman Luboff, choir director ; Carmen Dragon, orchestra leader.
Contents: But not just yet -- Two rivers -- I have kisses -- My love -- He likes it! -- Pink lady waltz.

**Pink lady. Selections / Ivan Caryll.**, April 28, 1952
*LJ-16 304
*LJ-16 305 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
Benaderet, BeaConner, NadineDonath, LudwigGerson, Betty LouVarden, Norman
Contents: Pink lady waltz -- But not just yet -- Two rivers -- I have kisses -- My love -- He likes it! -- Pink lady waltz.

**Pink lady. Selections / Ivan Caryll.**, April 27, 1953
*LJ-16 390
*LJ-16 391 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
Benaderet, BeaDonath, LudwigGerson, Betty LouNorman, LucilleVarden, Norman
Contents: Pink lady waltz -- But not just yet -- Two rivers -- I have kisses -- My love -- He likes it! -- Pink lady waltz.

**Pink lady. Selections / Ivan Caryll.**, June 14, 1954
*LJ-16 497
*LJ-16 498 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
Norman, Lucille

**The pirate of New Orleans.**, July 28, 1952
*LJ-16 317
*LJ-16 318 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
Lawrence, Jerome, 1915-2004Lee, Robert Edwin, 1918-1994Warenskjold, Dorothy
Series V: Railroad Hour (Radio program). (cont.)

**Pirates of Penzance. Selections / Arthur Sullivan.**, December 11, 1950

*LT-10 3128* (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)

**Finale**

Performers: Clark Dennis ; Paul Keys ; Lucille Norman ; Virginia Reiss. Access to original items restricted. Original in: *LJ-16 184, LJ-16 185*. Contents: I am a pirate king -- Poor, oh poor the pirate Sherry -- When Frederick was a tiny lad -- How beautifully blue the sky -- Is there not one maiden breast? -- Poor wand'ring one -- I am the very model of a modern major-general -- When the foeman bares his steel -- Ah, leave me not to pine -- Policeman's lot is not a happy one -- With catlike tread -- Finale.

**The pirates of Picadilly.**, July 30, 1951

*LJ-16 246

*LJ-16 247* (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)

Lawrence, Jerome, 1915-2004 Lee, Robert Edwin, 1918-1994 Warenskjold, Dorothy


**The pirates of Picadilly.**, September 1, 1952

*LJ-16 327

*LJ-16 328* (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)

Lawrence, Jerome, 1915-2004 Lee, Robert Edwin, 1918-1994 Warenskjold, Dorothy


**The prince of Pilsen. Selections / Gustav Luders.**, April 24, 1950

*LT-10 889* (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)

**Finale**

Conner, Nadine Conried, Hans Miller, Marvin Luders, Gustav Pixley, Frank MacRae, Gordon Luboff, Norman Dragon, Carmen


**The princess Pat. Selections / Victor Herbert.**, May 22, 1950

*LT-10 891* (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)

**Finale**

Hearn, Sam Kirsten, Dorothy, 1917-Norman, Lucille Herbert, Victor Blossom, Henry MacRae, Gordon Miller, Marvin Luboff, Norman Dragon, Carmen

Music, Victor Herbert. Lyrics, Henry Blossom. Dramatized by Lawrence and Lee. Broadcast on NBC. Performers: Gordon MacRae ; Dorothy Kirsten ; Lucille Norman ; Sam Hearn. Marvin Miller, announcer ; Carmen Dragon, orchestra leader ; Norman Luboff, choir director. Access to original items restricted. Original in: *LJ-16 147, LJ-16 148*. Contents: Neapolitan love song -- Love is the best of all -- I wish I was an island in a sea of girls -- Neapolitan love song -- Two laughing Irish eyes -- For better or for worse -- All for you -- Finale.

**The princess Pat. Selections / Victor Herbert.**, March 30, 1953

*LJ-16 384

*LJ-16 385* (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)

**Finale**

Hearn, Sam Malbin, Elaine Waldo, Janet

Music, Victor Herbert. Lyrics, Henry Blossom. Dramatized by Lawrence and Lee. Performers: Sam Hearn ; Elaine Malbin ; Janet Waldo. Access restricted. Advanced notification required for use. Contents: Love is the best of all -- I wish I was an island in a sea of girls -- Neapolitan love song -- Two laughing Irish eyes -- For better or for worse -- All for you -- Finale.
Quality street., June 1, 1953
*LJ-16 398
*LJ-16 399 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
Lawrence, Jerome, 1915-2004Lee, Robert Edwin, 1918-1994Warenskjold, Dorothy

The red mill. Selections / Victor Herbert., January 10, 1949
*LT-7 1795 (1 sound tape reel : analog, 7 1/2 ips ; 7 in.)
FinaleKelly, GeneNorman, LucilleReed, Alan
Music, Victor Herbert. Lyrics and book, Henry Blossom. Performers: Gene Kelly ; Lucille Norman ; Alan Reed.Contents: In old New York -- When you're pretty and the world is fair -- Because you're you -- Moonbeams -- Every day is ladies' day with me -- In the beautiful isle of our dreams -- Gretchen, I want you to marry me -- Finale.

The red mill. Selections / Victor Herbert., January 2, 1950
*LT-10 9568 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
Miller, MarvinDragon, CarmenKirkwood, JackNorman, LucilleSmith, JackMacRae,
GordonNorman Luboff ChoirLawrence and Lee

The red mill. Selections / Victor Herbert., December 10, 1951
*LT-7 1812 (1 sound tape reel : analog, 7 1/2 ips ; 7 in.)
Kirkwood, JackLeeds, PeterStevens, Rise_. 1913-2013
Music, Victor Herbert. Lyrics, Henry Blossom. Performers: Jack Kirkwood ; Peter Leeds ; Rise Stevens.Contents: In old New York -- If you love but me -- Because you're you -- Moonbeams -- Every day is ladies' day with me -- In the beautiful isle of our dreams -- In old New York.

The red mill. Selections / Victor Herbert., March 8, 1954
*LJ-16 473
*LJ-16 474 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
FinaleFarrell, EileenKirkwood, JackLeeds, Peter
Music, Victor Herbert. Lyrics, Henry Blossom. Performers: Eileen Farrell ; Jack Kirkwood ; Peter Leeds. Access restricted. Advanced notification required for use.Contents: In old New York -- If you love but me -- Because you're you -- Moonbeams -- Every day is ladies' day with me -- In the beautiful isle of our dreams -- Finale.

A return to 1927., May 29, 1950
*LT-10 9576 (1 sound disc : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
Miller, MarvinDragon, CarmenNorman, LucilleDonaldson, WalterTierney, HarryRodgers,
Richard, 1902-1979MacRae, GordonNorman Luboff ChoirLawrence and Lee
Revenge with music. Selections / Arthur Schwartz... October 23, 1950
FinaleConner, NadineNolan, JeanetteVitali, JoeMacRae, GordonSchwartz, ArthurDietz, HowardMiller, MarvinDragon, CarmenLuboff, Norman

Review of music 1905 to 1910,. July 17, 1950
Unidentified songCommercial announcementsClosing announcementsMiller, MarvinDragon, CarmenHolloway, GeneNorman, LucilleMacRae, GordonEdwards, GusHerbert, VictorNorman Luboff Choir
National Broadcasting Company radio network broadcast. Sponsored by The Association of American Railroads. Off line recording from KFI Los Angeles CA. Performers: Gordon MacRae ; Norman Luboff Choir ; Lucille Norman. Marvin Miller, announcer ; Carmen Dragon, orchestra leader. Adapted by Gene Holloway. Access to original items restricted. Original in: "LJ-16 154, "LJ-16 155. Contents: By the light of the silvery moon / Gus Edwards -- Every day is ladies' day with me / Victor Herbert -- Unidentified song -- Cuddle up a little closer -- Commercial announcements -- Shine on harvest moon -- John took me 'round to see his mother -- I want what I want when I want it / Victor Herbert -- Moonbeams / Victor Herbert -- Closing announcements.

Review of music 1910 to 1915,. September 18, 1950
Cake walk -- When you're away / Victor Herbert -- Every little movement / Karl Hoschna -- Commercial announcements -- My melancholy baby / Ernie Burnett -- 'Neath the southern moon / Victor Herbert -- Jeanette and her little wooden shoes / Victor Herbert -- Pink lady waltz / Ivan Caryll -- Commercial announcements -- Closing announcements.

Review of music 1922,. September 4, 1950
Nelly Kelly waltz / George M. Cohan -- Nothing could be finer than to be with Carolina in the morning -- Kiss in the dark / Victor Herbert -- Commercial announcements -- Pretty girl is like a melody / Irving Berlin -- My wonderful one -- You remind me of my mother / George M. Cohan -- Closing announcements.
Series V: Railroad Hour (Radio program).. (cont.)

Review of music 1924., September 25, 1950
*LJ-10 9578 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
Opening announcementsCommercial announcementsClosing announcementsMiller, Marvin; Dragon, Carmen; Holloway, Gene; Norman, Lucille; MacRae, Gordon; Gershwin, George, 1898-1937; Berlin, Irving; Youmans, Vincent; Jones, Gershwin, George; Friml, Rudolf, 1879-1972; Norman Luboff Choir

Review of music 1935., August 21, 1950
*LJ-10 9580 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
Closing announcementsMiller, Marvin; Dragon, Carmen; Holloway, Gene; Norman, Lucille; MacRae, Gordon; Burke, Joe; Warren, Harry, 1893-1981; Farley, Ed; Berlin, Irving; Gershwin, George, 1898-1937; Williams, Hugh, 1904-1969; Kern, Jerome, 1885-1945; Strachey, Jack; Porter, Cole, 1891-1964; Williams, Hugh; Porter, Cole; Norman Luboff Choir

Review of music from 1900 to 1925., July 3, 1950
*LJ-10 9572 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
Miller, Marvin; Dragon, Carmen; Holloway, Gene; Norman, Lucille; Cohan, George; Nevin, Ethelbert, 1862-1901; Isaacs, Lewis Montefiore, 1877-1944; Munson, Eddie; Berlin, Irving, 1888-1989; MacRae, Gordon; Nevin; Berlin, Irving; Norman Luboff Choir

Review of the year 1952., December 29, 1952
*LJ-16 359
*LJ-16 360 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
Warenskjold, Dorothy

Review of the year 1953., December 28, 1953
*LJ-16 455
*LJ-16 456 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
Kirsten, Dorothy, 1917-
Series V: Railroad Hour (Radio program). (cont.)

The right dress., June 19, 1952
*L T- 7 1822 (1 sound tape reel : analog, 7 1/2 ips ; 7 in.)
Lawrence, Jerome, 1915-2004Lee, Robert Edwin, 1918-1994Warenskjold, Dorothy
Performer: Dorothy Warenskjold.

Rio Rita. Selections / Harry Tierney., November 8, 1948
*L T- 10 875 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
FinaleHutton, MarionMarch, HalMargoReed, AlanSweeney, BobMacRae, GordonAllman,
ElviaMiller, MarvinLuboff, NormanDragon, CarmenTierney, HarryMcCarthy, Joseph
Music by Harry Tierney, lyrics by Joseph McCarthy. Presented on ABC radio. Marvin Miller,
announcer : Norman Luboff, choir director ; Carmen Dragon, orchestra director ; Gordon
MacRae, host, performer. Performers: Marion Hutton, Hal March, Alan Reed, Margo, Elvia
19.Contents: All pals together -- Rio Rita -- You're always in my arms -- All pals together --
Kinkajou -- If you're in love -- Following the sun around -- Finale.

Rip Van Winkle., September 17, 1951
*LJ- 16 260
*LJ- 16 261 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
Lawrence, Jerome, 1915-2004Lee, Robert Edwin, 1918-1994Warenskjold, Dorothy

Roaring camp., July 23, 1951
*LJ- 16 244
*LJ- 16 245 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
Lawrence, Jerome, 1915-2004Lee, Robert Edwin, 1918-1994Warenskjold, Dorothy

Roaring camp., August 17, 1953
*LJ- 16 420
*LJ- 16 421 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
Lawrence, Jerome, 1915-2004Lee, Robert Edwin, 1918-1994Warenskjold, Dorothy

Roberta. Selections / Jerome Kern., November 1, 1948
*L T- 10 884 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
FinaleBracken, EddieBryan, NanaClayton, JanVaughan, ViolaMacRae, GordonMiller,
MarvinLuboff, NormanDragon, CarmenKern, Jerome, 1885-1945Harbach, Otto
Music, Jerome Kern. Lyrics, Otto Harbach. Performers: Gordon MacRae ; Eddie Bracken ;
Nana Bryan ; Jan Clayton ; Viola Vaughan. Marvin Miller, announcer ; Norman Luboff, choir
director ; Carmen Dragon, orchestra leader. Broadcast on ABC. Access to original items
Yesterdays -- I'll be hard to handle -- Touch of your hand -- Smoke gets in your eyes -- Finale.

Roberta. Selections / Jerome Kern., October 9, 1950
*L T- 10 9578 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
FinaleMiller, MarvinDragon, CarmenHolloway, GeneBest, EdnaSimms, GinnyMacRae,
GordonKern, Jerome, 1885-1945Norman Luboff Choir
National Broadcasting Company radio network broadcast. Sponsored by The Association of
American Railroads. Off line recording from KFI Los Angeles CA. Music, Jerome Kern. Lyrics
and book, Otto Harbach. Performers: Gordon MacRae ; Norman Luboff Choir ; Edna Best ;
Ginny Simms. Marvin Miller, announcer ; Carmen Dragon, orchestra leader. Adapted by Gene
You're devastating -- Yesterdays -- Smoke gets in your eyes -- Don't ask me not to sing -- Touch
of your hand -- Yesterdays -- Finale.
Series V: Railroad Hour (Radio program). (cont.)

Roberta. Selections / Jerome Kern., April 7, 1952
*LJ-16 300
*LJ-16 301 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
FinaleConner, NadineVan Tyler, Helen

Roberta. Selections / Jerome Kern., November 9, 1953
*LT-7 1827 (1 sound tape reel : analog, 7 1/2 ips ; 7 in.)
FinaleBryan, NanaKirsten, Dorothy, 1917-

*LT-10 892 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
Kirsten, Dorothy, 1917-Merrill, LenMerrill, LewMorris, RolandMacRae, GordonMiller, MarvinDragon, CarmenLuboff, NormanDe Koven, ReginaldSmith, Harry B
Music, Reginald De Koven. Lyrics, Harry B. Smith. Performers: Gordon MacRae ; Dorothy Kirsten ; Len Merrill ; Roland Morris. Marvin Miller, announcer ; Carmen Dragon, orchestra leader ; Norman Luboff, choir director. Access to original items restricted. Original in: "LJ-16 145, "LJ-16 146.Contents: Brown October ale -- Sir Cavalier -- Though it was within this hour we met -- There will come a time -- Then hey for the merry Greenwood -- Tinker's song -- The legend of the chimes -- Oh, promise me.

Rosalie (Musical). Selections., December 17, 1951
*LT-7 1813 (1 sound tape reel : analog, 7 1/2 ips ; 7 in.)

Rosalie (Musical). Selections., June 7, 1954
*LJ-16 495
*LJ-16 496 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
Conner, Nadine

Rosalinda. Selections / Johann Strauss., March 12, 1951
*LT-10 3129 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
FinaleDickey, AnnamaryGould, SandraMcNair, HowardReed, WilliamMacRae, GordonStrauss, Johann, 1825-1899Kirby, PaulMiller, MarvinLuboff, NormanDragon, Carmen
Music, Johann Strauss. Lyrics, Paul Kirby. Performers: Gordon MacRae ; Anna Mary Dickey ; Sandra Gould ; Howard McNair ; William Reed. Marvin Miller, announcer ; Norman Luboff, choir director ; Carmen Dragon, orchestra leader. Access to original items restricted. Original in: "LJ-16 210, "LJ-16 211.Contents: Rosalinda -- Law trio -- How sad to part like this -- Happy he, happy she -- Oh, what a night -- Prince's ball, what a blunder! -- Watch duet -- Finale.
Rosalinda. Selections / Johann Strauss., April 14, 1952
*LJ-16 302
*LJ-16 303 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
FinaleMcNair, HowardWarenskjold, Dorothy

Rosalinda. Selections / Johann Strauss., May 11, 1953
*LJ-16 392
*LJ-16 393 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
FinaleGould, SandraKirsten, Dorothy, 1917-Reed, DanTobin, Dan

Rosalinda. Selections / Johann Strauss., November 2, 1953
*LJ-16 443
*LJ-16 444 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
Kirby, PaulMalbin, Elaine

The rose of Algeria. Selections / Victor Herbert., March 2, 1953
*LT-10 892 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
Butterfield, HerbNorman, LucilleStuart Smith, JaneHerbert, VictorMacDonough, GlenMacRae, GordonMiller, MarvinDragon, CarmenLuboff, Norman

Rose-Marie. Selections / Rudolf Friml., February 7, 1949
*LT-10 899 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
Series V: Railroad Hour (Radio program). (cont.)
Rose-Marie. Selections / Rudolf Friml., December 19, 1949
*LT-10 9635 (2 sound discs: analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate; 16 in.)
FinaleMiller, Marvin
Dragon, Carmen
Munsel, Patrice, 1925-2016
MacRae, Gordon
Norman Luboff Choir
Lawrence and Lee

Rose-Marie. Selections / Rudolf Friml., November 5, 1951
*LT-7 1809 (1 sound tape reel: analog, 7 1/2 ips; 7 in.)
Finale
Kirsten, Dorothy, 1917-
Moore, Gerald

Rose-Marie. Selections / Rudolf Friml., April 26, 1954
*LJ-16 483
*LJ-16 484 (2 sound discs: analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate; 16 in.)
Hammerstein, Oscar, II, 1895-1960
Harbach, Otto
Haskins, Virginia

Sally. Selections / Jerome Kern., December 13, 1948
*LT-10 898 (2 sound discs: analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate; 16 in.)
Finale
Erroll, Leon
Shore, Dinah, 1917-1994
Kern, Jerome, 1885-1945
Bolton, Guy
Grey, Clifford
MacRae, Gordon
Kerns, Jol
Fries, Paul
Miller, Marvin
Dragon, Carmen
Luboff, Norman

Sally. Selections / Jerome Kern., May 1, 1950
*LT-7 1804 (1 sound tape reel: analog, 7 1/2 ips; 7 in.)
Finale
Bell, Marion
Kirkwood, Jack

Sally. Selections / Jerome Kern., April 6, 1953
*LT-7 1825 (1 sound tape reel: analog, 7 1/2 ips; 7 in.)
Finale
Norman, Lucille
Rubin, Benny
Series V: Railroad Hour (Radio program)...

*Sari. Selections / Imre Kalman*, February 12, 1951

*LT-10 896 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)

Hearn, Samdella Chiesa, Vivian Von Elst, Theodore Singer, Stuffy MacRae, Gordon Miller, Marvin Luboff, Norman Dragon, Carmen Kalman, Imre Cushing, C.C.S. Grunbaum, Max Heath, E. P. Wilhelm, Julius


*Sari. Selections / Imre Kalman*, March 17, 1952

*LT-10 3129 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)

Bushman, Francis X. Truman, Margaret Von Elst, Theodore


*Scheherazade*, August 13, 1951

*LJ-16 250

*LJ-16 251 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)

Lawrence, Jerome, 1915-2004 Lee, Robert Edwin, 1918-1994 Warenskjold, Dorothy


*Scheherazade*, July 7, 1952

*LJ-16 311

*LJ-16 312 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)

Lawrence, Jerome, 1915-2004 Lee, Robert Edwin, 1918-1994 Warenskjold, Dorothy


*LT-10 3130 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)

Finale, Baer, Parley Bell, Shirley Novello, Jay Warenskjold, Dorothy MacRae, Gordon Miller, Marvin Dragon, Carmen Luboff, Norman Schumann, Robert

Music by Robert Schumann. Performers: Gordon MacRae ; Dorothy Warenskjold ; Jay Novello ; Shirley Bell ; Parley Baer. Marvin Miller, announcer ; Carmen Dragon, orchestra leader ; Norman Luboff, choir director. Broadcast on NBC. Access to original items restricted. Original in: *LJ-16 465, *LJ-16 466. Contents: My love -- You are just like a flower -- And then to sleep -- Oh, love forever lost -- My love -- Two grenadiers -- Oh my music, my life, my heart -- Finale.

*Seventh heaven. Selections / Carmen Dragon*, November 3, 1952

*LT-10 896 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)


Show boat. Selections / Jerome Kern., October 3, 1949
*LT-7 1802 (1 sound tape reel : analog, 7 1/2 ips ; 7 in.)
Kirsten, Dorothy, 1917-Norman, Lucille
Contents: Make believe -- Can't help lovin' dat man -- You are love -- Why do I love you? -- Ol' man river.

Show boat. Selections / Jerome Kern., October 30, 1950
*LT-10 9575 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
Commercial announcements
Miller, Marvin
Dragon, Carmen
Holloway, Gene
Kirsten, Dorothy, 1917-Norman, Lucille
MacRae, Gordon
Kern, Jerome, 1885-1945
Norman Luboff Choir
Contents: Make believe -- Can't help lovin' dat man -- Commercial announcements -- Why do I love you? -- Ol' man river.

Show boat. Selections / Jerome Kern., January 19, 1953
*LJ-16 363
*LJ-16 364 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
Finale
Gerson, Betty Lou
Kirkwood, Jack
Kirsten, Dorothy, 1917-
Contents: Ol' man river -- Make believe -- Can't help lovin' dat man -- You are love -- Why do I love you? -- Make believe -- Bill -- Can't help lovin' dat man -- Finale.

Show boat. Selections / Jerome Kern., October 12, 1953
*LJ-16 437
*LJ-16 438 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, algebraic acetate ; 16 in.)
Hammerstein, Oscar, II, 1895-1960
Norman, Lucille

Smiles. Selections / Vincent Youmans., April 19, 1954
*LT-7 1831 (1 sound tape reel : analog, 7 1/2 ips ; 7 in.)
Finale
Leeds, Peter
Malbin, Elaine
Singleton, Doris
Contents: Time on my hands -- Carry on, keep smiling -- La marseilles -- Smiles -- Carry on, keep smiling -- Time on my hands -- Be good to me -- I'm glad I waited -- Finale.

Snow White and the seven dwarfs / Frank Churchill., December 26, 1949
*LT-10 9635 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
Miller, Marvin
Dragon, Carmen
Nolan, Jeanette
Powell, Jane
MacRae, Gordon
Churchill, Frank
Norman Luboff Choir
Lawrence and Lee
Contents: Wishing song -- One song -- With a smile and a song -- Heigh ho -- Whistle while you work -- Someday my prince will come -- Heigh ho -- One song.
Guide to the
The Railroad hour, radio program [sound recording]

Series V: Railroad Hour (Radio program). (cont.)

Snow White and the seven dwarfs. Selections / Frank Churchill., November 20, 1950
*L-T-10 879 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
Jewell, Isabel; Woods, IlenMacRae, Gordon Miller, Marvin Hearne, Sam Vitali, Joe Smith, Charlie Dragon, Carmen Luboff, Norman Churchill, Frank Mosey, Larry

Snow White and the seven dwarfs. Selections / Frank Churchill., December 21, 1953
*LJ-16 453
*LJ-16 454 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
Jewell, Isabel; Rodby, Eleanor; Warenskjold, Dorothy

The song of Norway. Selections / Robert Wright., February 28, 1949
*L-T-10 901 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
Koshetz, Marina; Russel, Melva; MacRae, Gordon; Grieg, Edvard; Forrest, George; Cowan, Jerome; Marsh, Myra; Miller, Marvin; Luboff, Norman; Dragon, Carmen

The song of Norway. Selections / Robert Wright., April 3, 1950
*L-T-10 3130 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
Colter, Dorothy; Petina, Ira; Russel, Gilbert; MacRae, Gordon; Miller, Marvin; Luboff, Norman; Dragon, Carmen; Grieg, Edvard; Forrest, George; Wright, Robert
Music and lyrics by Robert Wright and George Forrest, adapted from melodies by Edvard Grieg. Performers: Gordon MacRae; Dorothy Colter; Ira Petina; Gilbert Russel; Marvin Miller, announcer; Norman Luboff, choir director; Carmen Dragon, orchestra leader. Access to original items restricted. Original in: "LJ-16 135, "LJ-16 136. Contents: Hill of dreams -- Now -- Strange music -- Three loves -- I love you -- Strange music -- Legend.

The song of Norway. Selections / Robert Wright., February 19, 1951
*L-T-10 9570 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
MacRae, Gordon; Miller, Marvin; Dragon, Carmen; Holloway, Gene; Conner, Nadine; Kirsten, Dorothy; Wells, Russell, Gilbert; Wright, Robert; Luboff, Norman
Spring is here. Selections / Richard Rodgers., May 12, 1952
*L T-7 1820 (1 sound tape reel : analog, 7 1/2 ips ; 7 in.)
FinaleDickey, AnnmaryWhiting, Barbara


Springtime in Paris., July 16, 1951
*LJ-16 241
*LJ-16 242 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
Lawrence, Jerome, 1915-2004Lee, Robert Edwin, 1918-1994Warenskjold, Dorothy

Starlight., August 4, 1952
*LJ-16 319
*LJ-16 320 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
Lawrence, Jerome, 1915-2004Lee, Robert Edwin, 1918-1994Warenskjold, Dorothy

Starlight., July 20, 1953
*LJ-16 412
*LJ-16 413 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
Lawrence, Jerome, 1915-2004Lee, Robert Edwin, 1918-1994Warenskjold, Dorothy

*LT-10 3131 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
FinaleBeal, JohnStafford, JoWilson, EileenMacRae, GordonMiller, MarvinLuboff, NormanDragon, CarmenRodgers, Richard, 1902-1979Hammerstein, Oscar, II, 1895-1960
Music, Richard Rodgers. Lyrics, Oscar Hammerstein. Performers: Gordon MacRae ; Jo Stafford ; Eileen Wilson ; John Beal. Marvin Miller, announcer ; Norman Luboff, choir director ; Carmen Dragon, orchestra leader. Broadcast on ABC. Access to original items restricted.

Original in: *LJ-16 41, *LJ-16 42. Contents: Our state fair -- It might as well be spring -- That's for me -- It's a grand night for singing -- That's for me -- Isn't it kind of fun? -- All I owe Ioway -- Finale.

State fair. Selections / Richard Rodgers., October 1, 1951
*LJ-16 264
*LJ-16 265 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
FinaleKirsten, Dorothy, 1917-
Contents: Our state fair -- It might as well be spring -- It's a grand night for singing -- That's for me -- It might as well be spring -- Isn't it kind of fun? -- All I owe Ioway -- Finale.

State fair. Selections / Richard Rodgers., November 30, 1953
*LT-7 1828 (1 sound tape reel : analog, 7 1/2 ips ; 7 in.)
FinaleHauser, JerryNolan, JeanetteNorman, Lucille
Contents: Our state fair -- It might as well be spring -- It's a grand night for singing -- That's for me -- It might as well be spring -- Isn't it kind of fun? -- All I owe Ioway -- Finale.
The student prince. Selections / Sigmund Romberg., October 25, 1948
*L-T-10 3132 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
FinaLe Baker, Kenny Conried, Hans Gerson, Betty Lou Kirsten, Dorothy, 1917-MacRae,
Gordon Miller, Marvin Dragon, Carmen Luboff, Norman Romberg, Sigmund Donnelly, Dorothy
Music, Sigmund Romberg. Lyrics, Dorothy Donnelly. Performers: Gordon MacRae ; Kenny
Baker ; Hand Conried ; Betty Lou Gerson ; Dorothy Kirsten. Marvin Miller, announcer ; Carmen
Dragon, orchestra leader ; Norman Luboff, choir director. Broadcast on ABC. Access to original
song -- Come, boys -- Drink, drink, drink -- Serenade -- Deep in my heart -- Finale.

The student prince / Sigmund Romberg., November 28, 1949
*L-T-10 9636 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
FinaLe Miller, Marvin Dragon, Carmen Holloway, Gene Powell, Jane MacRae, Gordon Romberg,
Sigmund Norman Luboff Choir
National Broadcasting Company radio network broadcast. Sponsored by The Association of
American Railroads. Off line recording from KFI Los Angeles CA. Music, Sigmund Romberg.
Lyrics, Dorothy Donnelly. Performers: Gordon MacRae ; Norman Luboff Choir ; Jane Powell.
Marvin Miller, announcer ; Carmen Dragon, orchestra leader. Adapted by Gene Holloway.
-- Student marching song -- Come, boys -- Drink, drink, drink -- Deep in my heart -- Serenade
-- Finale.

The student prince / Sigmund Romberg., January 15, 1951
*L-T-10 9571 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
MacRae, Gordon Miller, Marvin Dragon, Carmen Holloway, Gene Case, Evelyn Frank,
John Gerson, Betty Lou Johnson, Lamont Romberg, Sigmund Norman Luboff Choir
National Broadcasting Company radio network broadcast. Sponsored by The Association of
American Railroads. Off line recording from KFI Los Angeles CA. Music, Sigmund Romberg.
Lyrics, Dorothy Donnelly. Performers: Gordon MacRae ; Norman Luboff Choir ; Evelyn Case ;
John Frank ; Betty Lou Gerson ; Lamont Johnson. Marvin Miller, announcer ; Carmen Dragon,
orchestra leader. Adapted by Gene Holloway. Access to original items restricted. Original in:
Drink, drink, drink -- Serenade -- Deep in my heart -- Serenade.

The student prince. Selections / Sigmund Romberg., October 5, 1953
*LJ-16 435
*LJ-16 436 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
Croft, Mary Jane Johnson, Lamont Kirsten, Dorothy, 1917-
Music, Sigmund Romberg. Lyrics, Dorothy Donnelly. Performers: Mary Jane Croft ; Lamont
Johnson ; Dorothy Kirsten. Access restricted. Advanced notification required for use.Contents:
Old Heidelberg -- Student marching song -- Come, boys -- Drink, drink, drink -- Deep in my
heart -- Golden days -- Drink, drink, drink -- Deep in my heart -- Serenade.

Sunny. Selections / Jerome Kern., March 27, 1950
*L-T-10 881 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
Finale Stafford, Jo MacRae, Gordon Millar, Lee Ross, Earl Miller, Marvin Dragon, Carmen
Luboff, Norman Kern, Jerome, 1885-1945 Hammerstein, Oscar, II, 1895-1960 Harbach, Otto
Music, Jerome Kern. Lyrics, Oscar Hammerstein & Otto Harbach. Performers: Gordon MacRae
; Jo Stafford ; Lee Millar ; Lee Ross. Marvin Miller, announcer ; Carmen Dragon, orchestra
leader ; Norman Luboff, choir director. Broadcast on NBC. Access to original items restricted.
say goodnight till it's morning -- Two little bluebirds -- Who? -- Finale.
**Sunny. Selections / Jerome Kern.** May 5, 1952
*LJ-16 439* (1 sound tape reel: analog, 7 1/2 ips; 7 in.)
Finale

**Sunny. Selections / Jerome Kern.** October 19, 1953
*LJ-16 440* (2 sound discs: analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate; 16 in.)
Finale

**Swan Lake.** September 8, 1952
*LJ-16 329* (1 sound tape reel: analog, 7 1/2 ips; 7 in.)
Finale
Lawrence, Jerome, 1915-2004; Lee, Robert Edwin, 1918-1994; Warenskjold, Dorothy
Performer: Dorothy Warenskjold.

**The Swedish Nightingale. Selections / Jerome Lawrence.** June 9, 1952
*LT-7 1821* (1 sound tape reel: analog, 7 1/2 ips; 7 in.)
Finale
Warenskjold, Dorothy
Performer: Dorothy Warenskjold.

**Sweethearts. Selections / Victor Herbert.** February 14, 1949
*LT-7 1798* (1 sound tape reel: analog, 7 1/2 ips; 7 in.)
Finale
Jane Powell.
Contents: Iron, iron, iron -- Every lover must meet his fate -- Jeanette and her little wooden shoes -- Sweethearts' waltz -- Pretty as a picture -- I don't know how -- Angelus -- Woman's moods -- Finale.

**Sweethearts. Selections / Victor Herbert.** February 13, 1950
*LT-10 9640* (2 sound discs: analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate; 16 in.)
Finale
Miller, Marvin; Dragon, Carmen; Felton, Verna; O'Keefe, Walter; Powell, Jane; MacRae, Gordon; Luboff Choir, Norman; Lawrence and Lee
Contents: Iron, iron, iron -- Every lover must meet his fate -- Jeanette and her little wooden shoes -- Sweethearts' waltz -- Pretty as a picture -- Angelus -- Finale.

**Sweethearts. Selections / Victor Herbert.** October 22, 1951
*LJ-16 271* (2 sound discs: analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate; 16 in.)
Finale
Music, Victor Herbert. Lyrics, Robert B. Smith. Performers: Jim Backus; Mimi Benzell; Verna Felton.
Contents: Iron, iron, iron -- Every lover must meet his fate -- Jeanette and her little wooden shoes -- Sweethearts' waltz -- Pretty as a picture -- Angelus -- Finale.
Sweethearts. Selections / Victor Herbert,. December 7, 1953
*LJ-16 449  
*LJ-16 450 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
FinaleFelton, VernaMalbin, ElaineRubin, Benny
Music, Victor Herbert. Lyrics, Robert B. Smith. Performers: Verna Felton ; Elaine Malbin ;

Three musketeers. Selections / Rudolf Friml,. January 28, 1952
*LT-10 902 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
FinaleBushman, Francis XConrad, BillDeCorsia, TedJohnstone, BillWarenskjold, DorothyMacRae, GordonYoung, CarletonMiller, MarvinDragon, CarmenLuboff, NormanFriml, Rudolf, 1879-1972Grey , CliffordWodehouse, P. G. (Pelham Grenville), 1881-1975
Music, Rudolf Friml. Lyrics, Clifford Grey & P.G. Wodehouse. Performers: Gordon MacRae ;
Frances X. Bushman ; Bill Conrad ; Ted DeCorsia ; Bill Johnstone ; Dorothy Wareskjold ;
Carleton Young, Marvin Miller, announcer ; Carmen Dragon, orchestra leader ; Norman Luboff, choir director. Broadcast on NBC. Access to original items restricted. Original in: "*LJ-16 288, *LJ-16 289.Contents: We are the musketeers -- He for me -- Ma belle -- All for one and one for all -- Heart of mine -- We are the musketeers -- My sword -- Love song -- Finale.

Three musketeers. Selections / Rudolf Friml,. March 29, 1954
*LJ-16 479  
*LJ-16 480 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
FinaleBushman, Francis XConrad, BillDeCorsia, TedJohnstone, BillWarenskjold, DorothyYoung, Carleton
Bill Conrad ; Ted DeCorsia ; Bill Johnstone ; Dorothy Wareskjold ; Carleton Young. Access restricted. Advanced notification required for use.Contents: We are the musketeers -- He for me -- Ma belle -- All for one and one for all -- Heart of mine -- We are the musketeers -- My sword -- Your eyes -- Finale.

Through the years. Selections / Vincent Youmans,. February 15, 1954
*LT-10 3133 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
Conner, NadineHarper, HarryWaldo, JanetYoung, CarletonMacRae, GordonMiller, MarvinDragon, CarmenLuboff, NormanYoumans, Vincent

Tribute to Arthur Schwartz and Howard Dietz, The Bandwagon,. July 18, 1949
*LT-10 9628 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
MacRae, GordonNorman, LucilleMiller, MarvinRarick, JohnHolloway, GeneSchwartz, ArthurJohnstone, BillBarret, TonyThe SportsmenDietz and Schwartz
Tribute to Burke and Van Heusen,. June 20, 1949

Medley of songs from a Connecticut Yankee. MacRae, Gordon; Norman, Lucille; Miller, Marvin; Holloway, John; Van Heusen, Jimmy; Webb, Jack, 1920-1982; Bartell, Harry; The Sportsmen; Burke and Van Heusen


Tribute to Carrie Jacobs Bond,. May 30, 1949

MacRae, Gordon; Norman, Lucille; Miller, Marvin; Holloway, John; Nolan, Jeanette; Edwards, Sam; Bingham, Lindley; Jacobs-Bond, Carrie; Jacobs-Bond, Carrie, 1862-1946; The Sportsmen


Tribute to Cole Porter,. May 9, 1949

Kiss Me, Kate Finale. MacRae, Gordon; Norman, Lucille; Miller, Marvin; Holloway, John; Munsel, Patrice, 1925-2016; Young, Carlton; Colier, Constance, 1878-1955; Porter, Cole; The Sportsmen

American Broadcasting Company radio network broadcast. Sponsored by The Association of American Railroads. Off line recording from ABC Los Angeles CA. Series subtitle: The Railroad Summer Show. Performers: Gordon MacRae; Lucille Norman; The Sportsmen; Patrice Munsel; Carlton Young; Constance Colier. Marvin Miller, announcer; John Rarick, conductor. All selections from Kiss Me Kate. Access to original items restricted. Original in: "LJ-16 49, "LJ-16 50. Contents: Always true to you in my fashion -- Were thine that special face -- I've come to wive it wealthily in Padua -- Wunderbar -- Why can't you behave? -- Finale.

Tribute to Franz Schubert,. June 6, 1949

MacRae, Gordon; Norman, Lucille; Miller, Marvin; Holloway, John; Schubert, Franz; The Sportsmen

Series V: Railroad Hour (Radio program) . . (cont.)

Tribute to George Gershwin, . May 23, 1949
*LT-10 9641 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
MacRae, Gordon Norman; Lucille Miller, Marvin Rarick, John Holloway, Gene Arnold, Edward, 1857-1942; Gershwin, George, 1898-1937; Gershwin, George; The Sportsmen

Tribute to Harold Arlen,. September 5, 1949
*LT-10 9638 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
MacRae, Gordon Norman; Lucille Miller, Marvin Rarick, John Holloway, Gene Arlen, Harold, 1905-1986; Osbourne, Ted; Arthur, Jack; Carmichael, Hoagy; The Sportsmen
American Broadcasting Company radio network broadcast. Sponsored by The Association of American Railroads. Off line recording from KABC Los Angeles CA. Series subtitle: The Railroad Summer Show. Performers: Gordon MacRae; Lucille Norman; The Sportsmen; Ted Osbourne; Jack Arthur; Marvin Miller, announcer; John Rarick, conductor. Access to original items restricted. Original in: *LJ-16 77, *LJ-16 78. Contents: Stormy weather -- I've got the world on a string -- Let's fall in love -- Ac-cent-tchu-ate the positive (Mister In-Between) -- That old black magic -- Get happy -- It's only a paper moon -- Blues in the night -- I love a parade -- We're off to see the wizard -- Over the rainbow -- Stardust / Hoagy Carmichael.

Tribute to Harold Rome: Call me mister,. August 22, 1949
*LT-10 9639 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
MacRae, Gordon Norman; Lucille Miller, Marvin Rarick, John Holloway, Gene Bartell, Harry Osbourne, Ted; Rome, Harold; Green, Johnny; The Sportsmen

Tribute to Hoagy Carmichael,. September 12, 1949
*LT-10 9638 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
MacRae, Gordon Norman; Lucille Miller, Marvin Rarick, John Holloway, Gene Langford, Frances Bouche, Bill Edwards, Jack Carmichael, Hoagy, 1899-1981; Carmichael, Hoagy; Hoagy Mercer, Johnny Brown, Nacio Herb, 1896-1964; The Sportsmen
Series V: Railroad Hour (Radio program). (cont.)

**Tribute to Irving Berlin.** July 4, 1949

*LT-10 9629 (2 sound discs: analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate; 16 in.)

MacRae, Gordon; Norman, Lucille; Miller, Marvin; Holloway, Gene; Berlin, Irving; Berlin, Irving, 1888-1989


**Tribute to Jimmy McHugh.** July 11, 1949

*LT-10 9628 (2 sound discs: analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate; 16 in.)

Medley: MacRae, Gordon; Norman, Lucille; Miller, Marvin; Holloway, Gene; McHugh, Jimmy; Randolph, Don; Philips, Barney; The Sportsmen; Dietz and Schwartz

The American Broadcasting Company radio network broadcast. Sponsored by The Association of American Railroads. Off-line recording from KABC Los Angeles CA. Series subtitle: The Railroad Summer Show. Performers: Gordon MacRae; Lucille Norman; The Sportsmen; Don Randolph; Barney Philips; Marvin Miller, announcer; John Rarick, conductor. Adaptation by Gene Holloway. Access to original items restricted. Original in: *LJ-16 65, *LJ-16 66.Contents: Medley -- I can't give you anything but love, baby -- On the sunny side of the street -- I'm in the mood for love -- South American way -- Don't blame me -- I couldn't sleep a wink last night -- I got lucky -- It's a most unusual day -- Dancing in the dark / Dietz and Schwartz.

**Tribute to Johnny Green.** August 29, 1949

*LT-10 9639 (2 sound discs: analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate; 16 in.)

MacRae, Gordon; Norman, Lucille; Miller, Marvin; Holloway, Gene; Green, John W.; Lloyd, Jack; Nease, George; Green, Johnny; Green, Johnny; Arlen, Harold, 1905-1986; The Sportsmen


**Tribute to Reginald De Koven.** May 16, 1949

*LT-10 9567 (2 sound discs: analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate; 16 in.)

Robin Hood: MacRae, Gordon; Norman, Lucille; Miller, Marvin; Holloway, Gene; Connor, Whitefield; Cowen, Jerome; De Koven, Reginald; The Sportsmen

The American Broadcasting Company radio network broadcast. Sponsored by The Association of American Railroads. Off-line recording from ABC Los Angeles CA. Series subtitle: The Railroad Summer Show. Performers: Gordon MacRae; Lucille Norman; The Sportsmen; Whitefield Cowen; Jerome Cowen; Marvin Miller, announcer; John Rarick, conductor. All selections from Robin Hood. Access to original items restricted. Original in: *LJ-16 51, *LJ-16 52.Contents: Brown October ale -- Though it was within this hour we met -- Sir Cavalier -- Tinker's song -- Oh, promise me.
Tribute to Rodgers and Hammerstein., September 26, 1949

*LT-10 3127 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
MacRae, Gordon
Norman, Lucille
Miller, Marvin
Rarick, John
Holloway, Gene
Holm, Celeste
Rodgers, Richard, 1902-1979
Hammerstein, Oscar, II, 1895-1960
Rodgers, Richard
Kern, Jerome, 1885-1945
The Sportsmen
Contents: Younger than springtime -- I'm in love with a wonderful guy -- If I loved you -- June is bustin' out all over -- It might as well be spring -- Fellow needs a girl -- Many a new face -- People will say we're in love -- Ol' man river / Jerome Kern.

Tribute to Rudolf Friml, The Vagabond King., November 14, 1949

*LT-10 9637 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
MacRae, Gordon
Norman, Lucille
Miller, Marvin
Rarick, John
Holloway, Gene
Mann, Ken
Lawrence, Jack
Singer, Lou
Hoffman, Al
Baxter, Phil
Stewart, Dorothy
Edwards, Leo
The Sportsmen
Contents: Someday -- Song of the vagabonds -- Only a rose -- Tomorrow -- Huguette's waltz -- Finale.

Tribute to Sigmund Romberg, Blossom time., October 31, 1949

*LT-10 9637 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
MacRae, Gordon
Norman, Lucille
Miller, Marvin
Rarick, John
Holloway, Gene
Mann, Ken
Lawrence, Jack
Singer, Lou
Hoffman, Al
Baxter, Phil
Stewart, Dorothy
Edwards, Leo
The Sportsmen
Contents: Greeting to spring -- Song of love -- Serenade -- Thou art my love -- Ave Maria -- Finale.

Tribute to Tin Pan Alley., July 25, 1949

*LT-10 9633 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
MacRae, Gordon
Norman, Lucille
Miller, Marvin
Rarick, John
Holloway, Gene
Mann, Ken
Lawrence, Jack
Singer, Lou
Hoffman, Al
Baxter, Phil
Stewart, Dorothy
Edwards, Leo
The Sportsmen
Contents: All or nothing at all / Jack Lawrence -- Sleepy serenade / Lou Singer -- I'll remember April -- Heartaches / Al Hoffman -- Piccolo Pete / Phil Baxter -- Farewell song / Dorothy Stewart -- Dance with me / Leo Edwards.
Series V: Railroad Hour (Radio program). (cont.)

Tribute to the Chicago Railroad Fair,. June 27, 1949
*LT-10 9629 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
MacRae, Gordon
Norman, Lucille
Miller, Marvin
Rarick, John
Holloway, Gene
Stuart
The Sportsmen

Trilby,. August 10, 1953
*LJ-16 418
*LJ-16 419 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
Lawrence, Jerome, 1915-2004
Lee, Robert Edwin, 1918-1994
Warenskjold, Dorothy

Two hearts beat in three quarter time. Selections / Robert Stolz,. February 26, 1951
*LT-10 902 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
Bell, Marion
von Ruten, Louis
MacRae, Gordon
Miller, Marvin
Dragon, Carmen
Luboff, Norman
Stolz, Robert
Paskman, Daily
Music, Robert Stolz. Lyrics, Daily Paskman. Performers: Gordon MacRae ; Marion Bell ; Louis von Ruten. Marvin Miller, announcer ; Carmen Dragon, orchestra leader ; Norman Luboff, choir director. Broadcast on NBC. Access to original items restricted. Original in: *LJ-16 206, *LJ-16 207.Contents: I love Vienna -- This is the end of love's first kiss -- You're my one and only -- What will be my fate tonight? -- Two hearts beat in three quarter time -- What does my heart keep saying? -- If we all could live life over.

Two hearts beat in three quarter time. Selections / Robert Stolz,. January 12, 1953
*LJ-16 361
*LJ-16 362 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
Bell, Marion
Stafford, Henry
Music, Robert Stolz. Lyrics, Daily Paskman. Performers: Marion Bell ; Henry Stafford. Access restricted. Advanced notification required for use. Contents: I love Vienna -- This is the end of love's first kiss -- You're my one and only -- What will be my fate tonight? -- Two hearts beat in three quarter time -- What does my heart keep saying? -- If we all could live life over.

Up in Central Park. Selections / Sigmund Romberg,. March 9, 1953
*LT-10 905 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
Finale
Benzell, Mimi
Bryan, Arthur Q
MacRae, Gordon
Romberg, Sigmund
Fields, Dorothy
Fields, Herbert
Miller, Marvin
Luboff, Norman
Dragon, Carmen
The vagabond king. Selections / Rudolf Friml., November 15, 1948
*LT-10 3134 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
FinaleBushman, Francis X.Kirsten, Dorothy, 1917-Norman, LucilleMacRae, GordonFriml, Rudolf, 1879-1972Miller, MarvinLuboff, NormanDragon, Carmen

The vagabond king. Selections / Rudolf Friml., March 5, 1951
*LT-10 3133 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
FinaleBushman, Francis X.Fenn, Jean, 1929-Petina, IrraMacRae, GordonMiller, MarvinDragon, CarmenLuboff, NormanFriml, Rudolf, 1879-1972

The vagabond king. Selections / Rudolf Friml., November 24, 1952
*LJ-16 349
*LJ-16 350 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
FinaleBenzell, MimiBushman, Francis XGersott, Ava

The vagabond king. Selections / Rudolf Friml., January 4, 1954
*LJ-16 457
*LJ-16 458 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
Norman, LucilleStuart Smith, Jane

Very warm for May. Selections / Jerome Kern., June 4, 1951
*LT-10 905 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)
Dickey, AnnamaryJohnson, LamontMacRae, GordonMiller, MarvinDragon, CarmenLuboff, NormanKern, Jerome, 1885-1945Hammerstein, Oscar, II, 1895-1960Holloway, Gene
Music, Jerome Kern. Lyrics, Oscar Hammerstein. Adapted by Gene Holloway. Performers: Gordon MacRae, Annamary Dickey ; Lamont Johnson. Marvin Miller, announcer ; Carmen Dragon, orchestra leader ; Norman Luboff, choir director. Broadcast on NBC. Access to original items restricted. Original in: *LJ-16 229, *LJ-16 230.Contents: Heaven in my arms -- All the things you are -- In the heart of the dark -- That lucky fellow -- All in fun -- All the things you are.
A waltz dream. Selections / Oscar Straus., October 13, 1952

*L T-10 906 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)

FinaleBushman, Francis XGerson, Betty LouKirsten, Dorothy, 1917-Knees, GeorgeMacRae, GordonStraus, OscarDorman, FelixHerbert, JosephJacobson, LeopoldMiller, MarvinLuboff, NormanDragon, Carmen


The white eagle. Selections / Rudolf Friml., March 3, 1952

*L T-10 906 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)

Beals, DickNorman, LucilleO'Herlihy , DanWhitney , JuneFriml, Rudolf, 1879-1972Hooker, Brian, 1880-1946Janney, RussellPost, W.HMacRae, GordonMiller, MarvinDragon, CarmenLuboff, Norman


Whooppee. Selections / Walter Donaldson., January 3, 1949

*L T-10 907 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)

FinaleAllman, ElviaCantor, EddieWilson, EileenMerrill, LewChandler, JeffKerns, JoeKirkpatrick, JessMiller, MarvinDragon, CarmenLuboff, NormanMacRae, GordonDonaldson, WalterKahn, Gus

Music, Walter Donaldson. Lyrics, Gus Kahn. Performers: Gordon MacRae ; Eddie Cantor ; Eileen Wilson ; Elvia Allman ; Lew Merrill ; Jeff Chandler ; Joe Kerns ; Jess Kirkpatrick. Marvin Miller, announcer ; Carmen Dragon, orchestra leader ; Norman Luboff, orchestra leader. Broadcast on ABC. Access to original items restricted. Original in: *LJ-16 28, *LJ-16 29.Contents: Love me or leave me -- I'm bringing a red, red rose -- Makin' whoopee -- Love me or leave me -- Song of the setting sun -- Finale.

Wonderful one hoss Shay., May 10, 1954

*LJ-16 487

*LJ-16 488 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate ; 16 in.)

Lawrence, Jerome, 1915-2004Lee, Robert Edwin, 1918-1994Warenskjold, Dorothy


Series VI: Request performance (Radio program)., 1945-1946 (31 sound recordings)

Request Performance featured radio comedy routines, recorded for broadcast. The program solicited programming requests from the listening audience. Listeners would write to the studio with ideas for skits, and the actors on the show would perform those skits on the air. Skits were written by Jerome Lawrence and Robert Lee. Each program features a different all-star cast. The series is arranged chronologically.

Broadcast., 1946

*L T-10 10207 (1 sound disc : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate, mono. ; 16 in.)

Roebson, WilliamStevens, Leith, 1909-1970Sharbert, Dell

Episode created as joke. William Roebson, director ; Leith Stevens, conductor ; Dell Sharbert, announcer. Access to original items restricted. Original in: *LJ-16 531.

Guide to the

The Railroad hour, radio program [sound recording]
Broadcast, October 7, 1945
*L T-10 10212 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate, mono. ; 16 in.)
Roebson, William; Stevens, Leith, 1909-1970; Sharbert, Dell; Colman, Ronald; Langford, Frances; Hurt, Marlin; Treacher, Arthur, 1894-1975; Cantor, Charles, 1889-1966; Blanc, Mel; Benaderet, Bea; Warren, Harry, 1893-1981

Broadcast, October 14, 1945
*L T-10 10212 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate, mono. ; 16 in.)
Roebson, William; Stevens, Leith, 1909-1970; Sharbert, Dell; Morgan, Frank, 1890-1949; Vallee, Rudy; Carmichael, Hoagy, 1899-1981; Lydon, Jimmy; Lynn, Diana; Carmichael, Hoagy; Chopin, Frederic

Broadcast, October 21, 1945
*L T-10 10211 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate, mono. ; 16 in.)
Roebson, William; Stevens, Leith, 1909-1970; Sharbert, Dell; Welles, Orson, 1915-1985; Mercer, Johnny; Bracken, Eddie; Manning, Knox; O'Brien, Virginia; Warren, Harry

Broadcast, October 28, 1945
*L T-10 10211 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate, mono. ; 16 in.)
Roebson, William; Stevens, Leith, 1909-1970; Sharbert, Dell; Gardner, Regina; 1930-1980; Lupino, Ida; Fields, W.C.; Moorehead, Agnes, 1906-1974; Coward, Noel, 1899-1973

Broadcast, November 4, 1945
*L T-10 10210 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate, mono. ; 16 in.)
Roebson, William; Stevens, Leith, 1909-1970; Sharbert, Dell; Powell, Dick; Allyson, June; Rathbone, Basil; Bruce, Nigel; De Forest, Lee
Series VI: Request performance (Radio program), (cont.)

Broadcast., November 11, 1945
*LT-10 10210 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate, mono.; 16 in.)
Roebson, William; Stevens, Leith, 1909-1970; Sharbert, Dell; Benny, Jack; Astor, Mary; Greenstreet, Sydney; Grayson, Kathryn, 1922-2010

Broadcast., November 18, 1945
*LT-10 10209 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate, mono.; 16 in.)
Roebson, William; Stevens, Leith, 1909-1970; Sharbert, Dell; Marshall, Herbert, 1890-1966; Melchior, Lauritz; Adler, Larry; Canova, Judy, 1913-1983; Gershwin, George, 1898-1937; Lehár, Franz; Chopin, Frederic

Broadcast., November 25, 1945
*LT-10 10209 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate, mono.; 16 in.)
Roebson, William; Stevens, Leith, 1909-1970; Sharbert, Dell; Nelson, Ozzie; Hilliard, Charles; Laughton, Elsa; Lanchester, Elsa; Nash, Clarence; Duck, Donald

Broadcast., December 2, 1945
*LT-10 10218 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate, mono.; 16 in.)
Roebson, William; Stevens, Leith, 1909-1970; Sharbert, Dell; Carson, Jack; Baker, Kenny; Vague, Vera; Robinson, Earl, 1910-1991; Warren, Harry

Broadcast., December 9, 1945
*LT-10 10218 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate, mono.; 16 in.)
Roebson, William; Stevens, Leith, 1909-1970; Sharbert, Dell; Hayworth, Rita; Horton, Edward; Simms, Ginny; Moore, Garry; Gershwin, George; Lawrence, Jack; Rodgers, Richard, 1902-1979
Broadcast, December 16, 1945
*LT-10 10217 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate, mono. ; 16 in.)
Roebson, William ; Stevens, Leith, 1909-1970 ; Sharbert, Dell ; Durante, Jimmy ; Kyser, Kay ; Russell, Andy ; Logan, Ella, 1913-1969 ; Rodgers, Richard, 1902-1979

Broadcast, December 23, 1945
*LT-10 10217 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate, mono. ; 16 in.)
Roebson, William ; Stevens, Leith, 1909-1970 ; Sharbert, Dell ; Walker, Robert ; MacDonald, Jeanette ; Thompson, Kay ; Jill, G.I. ; Berlin, Irving

Broadcast, December 30, 1945
*LT-10 10216 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate, mono. ; 16 in.)
Roebson, William ; Stevens, Leith, 1909-1970 ; Sharbert, Dell ; Ladd, Alan ; Evans, Dale ; Abbott, Bud ; Costello, Lou ; G.I. Jill

Broadcast, January 6, 1946
*LT-10 10216 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate, mono. ; 16 in.)
Roebson, William ; Stevens, Leith, 1909-1970 ; Sharbert, Dell ; Wynn, Keenan ; Ball, Lucille, 1911-1989 ; Borge, Victor ; Andrews Sisters

Broadcast, January 13, 1946
*LT-10 10215 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate, mono. ; 16 in.)
Roebson, William ; Stevens, Leith, 1909-1970 ; Sharbert, Dell ; Burns, George, 1896-1996 ; Allen, Gracie ; Morgan, Dennis ; Powell, Jane ; Rodgers, Richard, 1902-1979 ; Gershwin, George
Series VI: Request performance (Radio program). (cont.)

**Broadcast**, January 20, 1946

*L T-10 10215 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate, mono.; 16 in.)

**Broadcast**, January 27, 1946

*L T-10 10201 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate, mono.; 16 in.)

**Broadcast**, February 3, 1946

*L T-10 10201 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate, mono.; 16 in.)

**Broadcast**, February 10, 1946

*L T-10 10202 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate, mono.; 16 in.)

**Broadcast**, February 17, 1946

*L T-10 10202 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate, mono.; 16 in.)
Series VI: Request performance (Radio program). (cont.)

Broadcast., February 24, 1946
*LT-10 10203 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate, mono. ; 16 in.)
Roebson, William
Stevens, Leith, 1909-1970
Sharbert, Dell
Vallee, Rudy
Daley, Cass
Arnold,
Edward, 1857-1942
Colonna, Jerry
Mercer, Johnny
Contents: You must have been a beautiful baby / Johnny Mercer -- Together! -- I'm just a vagabond lover -- New York, New York.

Broadcast., March 3, 1946
*LT-10 10203 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate, mono. ; 16 in.)
Roebson, William
Stevens, Leith, 1909-1970
Sharbert, Dell
Gardner, Ed
Wilde, Cornell
Levant,
Oscar
Pitts, Zasu
Contents: Polonaise, op. 26, no. 2, E flat major / Frederic Chopin -- Don't mention love to me / Oscar Levant.

Broadcast., March 10, 1946
*LT-10 10204 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate, mono. ; 16 in.)
Roebson, William
Stevens, Leith, 1909-1970
Sharbert, Dell
Fairbanks, Douglas
Jessel,
George
Riggs, Tommy
Waldo, Janet
Erickson, Louise
Arlen, Harold, 1905-1986
The Nat King Cole Trio
Contents: My mothers eyes -- I can't begin to tell you -- I've come a long long way -- It's only a paper moon / Harold Arlen.

Broadcast., March 17, 1946
*LT-10 10204 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate, mono. ; 16 in.)
It might as well be spring. French
Roebson, William
Stevens, Leith, 1909-1970
Sharbert,
Dell
Lamour, Dorothy
Fitzgerald, Barry
Young, Alan
Sablon, Jean
Rodgers, Richard, 1902-1979
Contents: It might as well be spring. French / Richard Rodgers -- Symphony of love -- Let it snow.

Broadcast., March 24, 1946
*LT-10 10205 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate, mono. ; 16 in.)
Roebson, William
Stevens, Leith, 1909-1970
Sharbert, Dell
Oberon, Merle
Brown, Joe
E Vague, Vera
Blanc, Mel
Merry Macs
Contents: A little English town by the sea -- I'm laughing on the outside, crying on the inside.
Series VI: Request performance (Radio program), (cont.)

Broadcast., March 31, 1946

*LT-10 10205 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate, mono. ; 16 in.)
Roebson, William; Stevens, Leith, 1909-1970; Sharbert, Dell; Lupino, Ida; Gardner, Ed; Romay, Linda; Goodwin, Bill; Bruce, Nigel; Dennis, Clark


Broadcast., April 7, 1946

*LT-10 10206 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate, mono. ; 16 in.)
Roebson, William; Stevens, Leith, 1909-1970; Sharbert, Dell; Skelton, Red; Haymes, Dick; Forrest, Helen; Steele, Ted; Galliard, Slim; Galliard Trio


Broadcast., April 14, 1946

*LT-10 10206 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate, mono. ; 16 in.)
Jimmy Durante medley
Roebson, William; Stevens, Leith, 1909-1970; Sharbert, Dell; Durante, Jimmy; Laughton, Charles; Maxwell, Marilyn; Auer, Mischa


Broadcast., April 21, 1946

*LT-10 10207 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate, mono. ; 16 in.)
Roebson, William; Stevens, Leith, 1909-1970; Sharbert, Dell; Abbott, Bud; Costello, Lou; Raitf, George; Waldo, Janet; McCarthy, Joseph


Series VII: Young love (Radio program), 1949-1950

Young Love was a situation comedy program which was broadcast from July 4, 1949 until May 13, 1950 on CBS. The cast included Janet Waldo, Jimmy Lydon, Herb Butterfield, Shirley Mitchell, Jerry Hausner, and Hal March. The announcer was Roy Rowan. Lawrence and Lee were the writer/producers.

The series is arranged alphabetically.
Series VII: Young love (Radio program). (cont.)

Christmas show--break the news.. December 23, 1949
*LT-10 10187 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate, mono. ; 16 in.)

Coach almost proposes., April 22, 1950
*LT-10 10197 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate, mono. ; 16 in.)

Coach gets an assistant., October 14, 1949
*LT-10 10185 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate, mono. ; 16 in.)

Cora Gruver auction., November 18, 1949
*LT-10 10183 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate, mono. ; 16 in.)
Guide to the
The Railroad hour, radio program [sound recording]

Series VII: Young love (Radio program) (cont.)

Date bureau, May 13, 1950

*LJ-16 566
*LJ-16 567 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate, mono. ; 16 in.)
Waldo, Janet ; Lydon, Jimmy ; Benaderet, Bea ; Stratton, Gil ; Tuttle, Lurene ; Conreid, Hans ; March, Hal ; Lawrence, Jerome, 1915-2004 ; Lee, Robert Edwin, 1918-1994 ; Danials, Eliot ; Hatch, Wilbur ; Thor, Larry ; Judd Collins Choiristers

Episode title from original finding aid. Performers: Janet Waldo ; Jimmy Lydon ; Gil Stratton ; Bea Benaderet ; Lurene Tuttle ; Hans Conreid ; Hal March ; Judd Collins Choiristers. Lawrence & Lee, directors ; Eliot Danials, composer ; Wilbur Hatch, conductor ; Larry Thor, announcer. Access restricted. Advanced notification required for use.

Esther Radabaugh, July 18, 1949

*LT-10 10208 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate, mono. ; 16 in.)
Lawrence, Jerome, 1915-2004 ; Lee, Robert Edwin, 1918-1994 ; Waldo, Janet ; Lydon, Jimmy ; Stratton, Gil ; Danials, Eliot ; Hatch, Wilbur ; Thor, Larry ; Hestone, John ; Almond, Elvira ; Singleton, Doris ; Benaderet, Bea ; Tuttle, Lurene ; Conreid, Hans ; March, Hal ; Judd Collins Choiristers


Fanny Fillipot burns, August 8, 1949

*LT-10 10214 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate, mono. ; 16 in.)
Lawrence, Jerome, 1915-2004 ; Lee, Robert Edwin, 1918-1994 ; Waldo, Janet ; Lydon, Jimmy ; Stratton, Gil ; Danials, Eliot ; Hatch, Wilbur ; Thor, Larry ; Hestone, John ; Almond, Elvira ; Singleton, Doris ; Benaderet, Bea ; Tuttle, Lurene ; Conreid, Hans ; March, Hal ; Judd Collins Choiristers


Formal date, October 7, 1949

*LT-10 10181 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate, mono. ; 16 in.)
Lawrence, Jerome, 1915-2004 ; Lee, Robert Edwin, 1918-1994 ; Waldo, Janet ; Lydon, Jimmy ; Stratton, Gil ; Danials, Eliot ; Hatch, Wilbur ; Thor, Larry ; Hestone, John ; Almond, Elvira ; Singleton, Doris ; Benaderet, Bea ; Tuttle, Lurene ; Conreid, Hans ; March, Hal ; Judd Collins Choiristers

Homecoming, November 4, 1949
*LT-10 10184 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate, mono. ; 16 in.)
Lawrence, Jerome, 1915-2004
Lee, Robert Edwin, 1918-1994
Waldo, Janet
Lydon, Jimmy
Stratton, Gil
Daniels, Eliot
Hatch, Wilbur
Thorst, Larry
Hestone, John
Almond,
Elvira
Singleton, Doris
Benaderet, Bea
Tuttle, Lurene
Conreid, Hans
March, Hal
Judd Collins
Choiristers
CBS radio network broadcast. Performers: Janet Waldo ; Jimmy Lydon ; Gil Stratton ; John
Hestone ; Elvira Almond ; Doris Singleton ; Bea Benaderet ; Lurene Tuttle ; Hans Conreid ; Hal
March ; Judd Collins Choiristers. Lawrence & Lee, directors ; Eliot Daniels, composer ; Wilbur
Hatch, conductor ; Larry Thor, announcer. Off line recording from KNX Los Angeles. Episode
549.

Honeymoon, July 25, 1949
*LT-10 10208 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate, mono. ; 16 in.)
Lawrence, Jerome, 1915-2004
Lee, Robert Edwin, 1918-1994
Waldo, Janet
Lydon, Jimmy
Stratton, Gil
Daniels, Eliot
Hatch, Wilbur
Thorst, Larry
Hestone, John
Almond,
Elvira
Singleton, Doris
Benaderet, Bea
Tuttle, Lurene
Conreid, Hans
March, Hal
Judd Collins
Choiristers
CBS radio network broadcast. Performers: Janet Waldo ; Jimmy Lydon ; Gil Stratton ; John
Hestone ; Elvira Almond ; Doris Singleton ; Bea Benaderet ; Lurene Tuttle ; Hans Conreid ; Hal
March ; Judd Collins Choiristers. Lawrence & Lee, directors ; Eliot Daniels, composer ; Wilbur
Hatch, conductor ; Larry Thor, announcer. Off line recording from KNX Los Angeles. Episode
title from original finding aid. Access to original items restricted. Original in: *LJ-16 534, *LJ-
16 535.

Jan and Jimmy go to work, August 15, 1949
*LT-10 10213 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate, mono. ; 16 in.)
Lawrence, Jerome, 1915-2004
Lee, Robert Edwin, 1918-1994
Waldo, Janet
Lydon, Jimmy
Stratton, Gil
Daniels, Eliot
Hatch, Wilbur
Thorst, Larry
Hestone, John
Almond,
Elvira
Singleton, Doris
Benaderet, Bea
Tuttle, Lurene
Conreid, Hans
March, Hal
Judd Collins
Choiristers
CBS radio network broadcast. Performers: Janet Waldo ; Jimmy Lydon ; Gil Stratton ; John
Hestone ; Elvira Almond ; Doris Singleton ; Bea Benaderet ; Lurene Tuttle ; Hans Conreid ; Hal
March ; Judd Collins Choiristers. Lawrence & Lee, directors ; Eliot Daniels, composer ; Wilbur
Hatch, conductor ; Larry Thor, announcer. Off line recording from KNX Los Angeles. Episode
title from original finding aid. Access to original items restricted. Original in: *LJ-16 538, *LJ-
16 539.

Jan gets laryngitis, October 21, 1949
*LT-10 10185 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate, mono. ; 16 in.)
Lawrence, Jerome, 1915-2004
Lee, Robert Edwin, 1918-1994
Waldo, Janet
Lydon, Jimmy
Stratton, Gil
Daniels, Eliot
Hatch, Wilbur
Thorst, Larry
Hestone, John
Almond,
Elvira
Singleton, Doris
Benaderet, Bea
Tuttle, Lurene
Conreid, Hans
March, Hal
Judd Collins
Choiristers
CBS radio network broadcast. Off line recording from KNX Los Angeles. Performers: Janet
Waldo ; Jimmy Lydon ; Gil Stratton ; John Hestone ; Elvira Almond ; Doris Singleton ; Bea
Benaderet ; Lurene Tuttle ; Hans Conreid ; Hal March ; Judd Collins Choiristers. Lawrence &
Lee, directors ; Eliot Daniels, composer ; Wilbur Hatch, conductor ; Larry Thor, announcer.
Episode title from original finding aid. Episode entitled: Jan sick. (on labels from discs). Access
Series VII: Young love (Radio program)...

**Jimmy plays football.**, September 9, 1949

*LT-10 10182 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate, mono. ; 16 in.)

Lawrence, Jerome, 1915-2004
Lee, Robert Edwin, 1918-1994
Waldo, Janet
Lydon, Jimmy
Stratton, Gil
Danials, Eliot
Hatch, Wilbur
Thor, Larry
Hestone, John
Almond, Elvira
Singleton, Doris
Benaderet, Bea
Tuttle, Lurene
Conreid, Hans
March, Hal
Judd Collins

Choiceisters


**Jimmy puts the shot.,** May 6, 1950

*LT-10 10197 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate, mono. ; 16 in.)

Lawrence, Jerome, 1915-2004
Lee, Robert Edwin, 1918-1994
Waldo, Janet
Lydon, Jimmy
Stratton, Gil
Danials, Eliot
Hatch, Wilbur
Thor, Larry
Hestone, John
Almond, Elvira
Singleton, Doris
Benaderet, Bea
Tuttle, Lurene
Conreid, Hans
March, Hal
Judd Collins

Choiceisters


**Jimmy, juvenile delinquent.,** December 9, 1949

*LT-10 10188 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate, mono. ; 16 in.)

Lawrence, Jerome, 1915-2004
Lee, Robert Edwin, 1918-1994
Waldo, Janet
Lydon, Jimmy
Stratton, Gil
Danials, Eliot
Hatch, Wilbur
Thor, Larry
Hestone, John
Almond, Elvira
Singleton, Doris
Benaderet, Bea
Tuttle, Lurene
Conreid, Hans
March, Hal
Judd Collins

Choiceisters


**Love nest in Sun Dial office.,** December 16, 1949

*LT-10 10188 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate, mono. ; 16 in.)

Lawrence, Jerome, 1915-2004
Lee, Robert Edwin, 1918-1994
Waldo, Janet
Lydon, Jimmy
Stratton, Gil
Danials, Eliot
Hatch, Wilbur
Thor, Larry
Hestone, John
Almond, Elvira
Singleton, Doris
Benaderet, Bea
Tuttle, Lurene
Conreid, Hans
March, Hal
Judd Collins

Choiceisters

Guide to the
The Railroad hour, radio program [sound recording]

Series VII: Young love (Radio program).. (cont.)

Marriage counselor,. September 23, 1949
*L T-10 10181 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate, mono. ; 16 in.)
Lawrence, Jerome, 1915-2004
Lee, Robert Edwin, 1918-1994
Waldo, Janet
Lydon, Jimmy
Stratton, Gil
Danials, Eliot
Hatch, Wilbur
Thor, Larry
Hestone, John
Almond, Elvira
Singleton, Doris
Benaderet, Bea
Tuttle, Lurene
Conreid, Hans
March, Hal
Judd Collins
Choiresters

CBS radio network broadcast. Performers: Janet Waldo; Jimmy Lydon; Gil Stratton; John Hestone; Elvira Almond; Doris Singleton; Bea Benaderet; Lurene Tuttle; Hans Conreid; Hal March; Judd Collins Choiresters. Lawrence & Lee, directors; Eliot Danials, composer; Wilbur Hatch, conductor; Larry Thor, announcer. Off line recording from KNX Los Angeles. Episode title from original finding aid. Access to original items restricted. Original in: "LJ-16 542, "LJ-16 543.

Marriage counselor,. September 23, 1949
*L T-10 10180 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate, mono. ; 16 in.)
Lawrence, Jerome, 1915-2004
Lee, Robert Edwin, 1918-1994
Waldo, Janet
Lydon, Jimmy
Stratton, Gil
Danials, Eliot
Hatch, Wilbur
Thor, Larry
Hestone, John
Almond, Elvira
Singleton, Doris
Benaderet, Bea
Tuttle, Lurene
Conreid, Hans
March, Hal
Judd Collins
Choiresters


The masquerade ball,. October 28, 1949
*L T-10 10184 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate, mono. ; 16 in.)
Lawrence, Jerome, 1915-2004
Lee, Robert Edwin, 1918-1994
Waldo, Janet
Lydon, Jimmy
Stratton, Gil
Danials, Eliot
Hatch, Wilbur
Thor, Larry
Hestone, John
Almond, Elvira
Singleton, Doris
Benaderet, Bea
Tuttle, Lurene
Conreid, Hans
March, Hal
Judd Collins
Choiresters


Maudine Ormsby,. August 22, 1949
*L T-10 10213 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate, mono. ; 16 in.)
Lawrence, Jerome, 1915-2004
Lee, Robert Edwin, 1918-1994
Waldo, Janet
Lydon, Jimmy
Stratton, Gil
Danials, Eliot
Hatch, Wilbur
Thor, Larry
Hestone, John
Almond, Elvira
Singleton, Doris
Benaderet, Bea
Tuttle, Lurene
Conreid, Hans
March, Hal
Judd Collins
Choiresters

CBS radio network broadcast. Performers: Janet Waldo; Jimmy Lydon; Gil Stratton; John Hestone; Elvira Almond; Doris Singleton; Bea Benaderet; Lurene Tuttle; Hans Conreid; Hal March; Judd Collins Choiresters. Lawrence & Lee, directors; Eliot Danials, composer; Wilbur Hatch, conductor; Larry Thor, announcer. Off line recording from KNX Los Angeles. Episode title from original finding aid. Access to original items restricted. Original in: "LJ-16 538, "LJ-16 539.
Meet the Blounts., November 11, 1949
*L T-10 10183 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate, mono. ; 16 in.)

Mollybelle looks after Jimmy., May 27, 1950
*LJ-16 568
*LJ-16 569 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate, mono. ; 16 in.)
Waldo, Janet; Lydon, Jimmy; Benaderet, Bea; Stratton, Gil; Tuttle, Lurene; Conreid, Hans; Lawrence, Jerome, 1915-2004; Lee, Robert Edwin, 1918-1994; Danials, Eliot; Hatch, Wilbur; Thor, Larry
Episode title from original finding aid. Performers: Janet Waldo; Jimmy Lydon; Bea Benaderet; Gil Stratton; Lurene Tuttle; Hans Conreid; Hal March. Lawrence & Lee, directors; Eliot Danials, composer; Wilbur Hatch, conductor; Larry Thor, announcer. Access restricted. Advanced notification required for use.

Music bridges used for the broadcast., March 15, 1950
*LT-10 10180 (1 sound disc : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate, mono. ; 16 in.)

Old Jeff., June 2, 1950
*LT-10 10194 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate, mono. ; 16 in.)

Parents come visiting., August 1, 1949
*LT-10 10214 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate, mono. ; 16 in.)
CBS radio network broadcast. Performers: Janet Waldo; Jimmy Lydon; Gil Stratton; John Hestone; Elvira Almond; Doris Singleton; Bea Benaderet; Lurene Tuttle; Hans Conreid; Hal March; Judd Collins Choiresters. Lawrence & Lee, director; Eliot Danials, composer; Wilbur Hatch, conductor; Larry Thor, announcer. Off line recording from KNX Los Angeles. Title from original finding aid. Access to original items restricted. Original in: *LJ-16 536, *LJ-16 537.
Series VII: Young love (Radio program), (cont.)

Poetry for horses,, March 29, 1950
*LT-10 10196 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate, mono. ; 16 in.)

Skiing,, January 6, 1950
*LT-10 10187 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate, mono. ; 16 in.)

Treadmill and cannon,, January 21, 1950
*LT-10 10186 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate, mono. ; 16 in.)

Truth drug,, May 20, 1950
*LT-10 10193 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate, mono. ; 16 in.)
Series VII: Young love (Radio program). (cont.)

Untitled episode., March 15, 1950
*L T-10 10196 (3 sound discs: analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate, mono.; 16 in.)


Untitled episode., June 9, 1950
*L T-10 10194 (2 sound discs: analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate, mono.; 16 in.)


War orphan., September 16, 1949
*L T-10 10182 (2 sound discs: analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate, mono.; 16 in.)


Work of art., January 13, 1950
*L T-10 10186 (2 sound discs: analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate, mono.; 16 in.)


Series VIII: Interviews., 1960-1966

Included in this series are interviews with Lawrence and/or Lee. The series is arranged alphabetically by entry title.
Guide to the
The Railroad hour, radio program [sound recording]

Series VIII: Interviews. (cont.)

Godfrey & Golden interview.
*LT-7 1864
*LT-7 1865 (2 sound tape reels : analog, 3 3/4 ips, acetate-based, mono. ; 7 in.)
Interview with Arthur Godfrey and Harry Golden about the book, Only in America. Interview conducted by Walter Susskind on March 15, year unknown.

Interview / Jerome Lawrence.
*LT-7 1863 (1 sound tape reel : analog, mono. ; 7 in.)
EdelmanLawrence, Jerome, 1915-2004
Interview made on June 12, year unknown, conducted by Edelman in London.

Interview / Jerome Lawrence.
*LT-7 1857 (1 sound tape reel : analog, acetate-based, mono. ; 7 in.)
Interview conducted by Harry Golden in New York, NY.

Interview / Jerome Lawrence., June 2, 1966
*LT-7 1867 (1 sound tape reel : analog, 7 1/2 ips, acetate-based, mono. ; 7 in.)
Lawrence, Jerome, 1915-2004Gerrard, Gene
Interview on the radio program On the way homebroadcast over station WOSU, Columbus, Ohio. Interview conducted by Gene Gerrard. Jerome Lawrence is interviewed by Gene Gerrard.

Lawrence & Lee interview.
*LT-7 1858 (1 sound tape reel : analog, acetate-based, mono. ; 7 in.)
Interview conducted by Elliot Norton about the show Mame. Interviewed conducted in Boston, MA.

Lawrence & Lee interview.
*LT-7 1866 (1 sound tape reel : analog, acetate-based, mono. ; 7 in.)
Lawrence, Jerome, 1915-2004Lee, Robert Edwin, 1918-1994Winslow, Louise
Undated interview recorded from station WERE, Cleveland Ohio. Interview conducted by Louise Winslow.

Lawrence & Lee interview., 1960
*LT-7 1862 (1 sound tape reel : analog, 7 1/2 ips, acetate-based, mono. ; 7 in.)
Lawrence, Jerome, 1915-2004Lee, Robert Edwin, 1918-1994Fuldheim, Dorothy
Interview on the television program, Lights, camera, questions.

Lawrence & Lee interview., August 10, 1960
*LT-7 1859 (1 sound tape reel : analog, acetate-based, mono. ; 7 in.)
Lawrence, Jerome, 1915-2004Lee, Robert Edwin, 1918-1994Fuldheim, Dorothy
Interview conducted in Cleveland by Dorothy Fuldheim.

Lawrence & Lee interview., August 18, 1960
*LT-7 1860 (1 sound tape reel : analog, acetate-based, mono. ; 7 in.)
Lawrence, Jerome, 1915-2004Lee, Robert Edwin, 1918-1994
Series VIII: Interviews, (cont.)

Lawrence & Lee interview. January 5, 1961
*L T-7 1861 (1 sound tape reel : analog, acetate-based, mono. ; 7 in.)
Lawrence, Jerome, 1915-2004Lee, Robert Edwin, 1918-1994
Interview on the radio program, Candid session recorded from station KABC.

Lawrence  Lee interview. May 20, 1966
*L T-5 141 (1 sound tape reel : analog, 7 1/2 ips, acetate-based, mono. ; 5 in.)
Interview about the musical Mame conducted on the television program The today show.

Series IX: Production notes, 1953-1965
The series contains creative discussions for various Lawrence and Lee productions.
The series is arranged alphabetically.

Chatauqua. Creative discussion, December 8, 1958
*L T-7 1874 (1 sound tape reel : analog, acetate-based ; 7 in.)
Creative discussion at Howard Dietz' residence. Speakers: Jerome Lawrence ; Robert E. Lee ;
Arthur Schwartz ; Howard Dietz.

Creative discussion concerning possible television series.
*L T-7 1868 (1 sound tape reel : analog, acetate-based ; 7 in.)
Lawrence and Lee discuss possible television series with Arthur Freed.

The gang's all here. Creative discussion, November 22, 1958
*L T-10 4113 (1 sound tape reel : analog, 15 ips, mono. ; 10 in.)
Lawrence, Jerome, 1915-2004Lee, Robert Edwin, 1918-1994Hill, George
Number 1 of the set. Lawrence and Lee and George Hill discuss Act 1.

The gang's all here. Creative discussion, November 23, 1958
*L T-7 1875 (1 sound tape reel : analog, 7 1/2 ips ; 7 in.)
Lawrence, Jerome, 1915-2004

The gang's all here. Creative discussion, November 28, 1958
*L T-10 4113 (1 sound tape reel : analog, 15 ips, mono. ; 10 in.)
Lawrence, Jerome, 1915-2004Lee, Robert Edwin, 1918-1994Hill, George
Number 4 of the set. Lawrence and Lee and George Hill discuss Acts 2 & 3.

The gang's all here. Creative discussion, December 3, 1958
*L T-10 4113 (1 sound tape reel : analog, 15 ips, mono. ; 10 in.)
Lawrence, Jerome, 1915-2004Lee, Robert Edwin, 1918-1994Hill, George
Number 5 of the set. Lawrence and Lee and George Hill take part in discussion.

The gang's all here. Creative discussion, March 18, 1959
*L T-10 4113 (1 sound tape reel : analog, 15 ips, mono. ; 10 in.)
Lawrence, Jerome, 1915-2004Lee, Robert Edwin, 1918-1994Hill, George
Number 6 of the set. Lawrence and Lee and George Hill.
Series IX: Production notes. (cont.)

The gang's all here. Creative discussion, May 14, 1959
*LT-10 4113 (1 sound tape reel : analog, 15 ips, mono. ; 10 in.)
Hill, George
Number 7 of the set. George Hill "re: casting, theatres, changes, etc." - original container.

Mame. Audition demo / Jerry Herman, December 1965
*LT-7 1869 (1 sound tape reel : analog ; 7 in.)
Lansbury, Angela, 1925-Ballard, KayeHerman, Jerry
Audition recordings of Angela Lansbury and Kaye Ballard for the title role in the musical Mame.

Mame. Completed demos / Jerry Herman, December 1965
*LT-7 1871 (1 sound tape reel : analog, acetate-based ; 7 in.)
Herman, Jerry
Jerry Herman, performer.

New Yorkers (Motion picture). Creative discussions, April 3, 1963
*LT-7 1847 (1 sound tape reel : analog, 3 3/4 ips, paper-based, mono. ; 7 in.)
Conference concerning the creation of the motion picture New Yorkers. Speakers: Gene Kelly ; Frank Sinatra ; Jerome Lawrence ; Robert E. Lee.

New Yorkers (Motion picture). Creative discussions, April 16, 1963
*LT-7 1846 (1 sound tape reel : analog, 3 3/4 ips, paper-based, mono. ; 7 in.)
Speakers: Gene Kelly ; Frank Sinatra ; Jerome Lawrence ; Robert E. Lee.

*LT-7 1878 (1 sound tape reel : analog, 7 1/2 ips, acetate-based ; 7 in.)
Performers: Harry Warren ; Robert E. Lee.

Shangri-La. Demos.
*LT-7 1877 (1 sound tape reel : analog, acetate-based ; 7 in.)
Contents: Men are only boys -- Second time in love -- Listen to the sound -- Walk sweet -- Lost horizon -- Shangri-La -- Nobody knows -- April tears.

Shangri-La. Preliminary read-through, April 16, 1953
*LT-7 1879 (1 sound tape reel : analog, acetate-based ; 7 in.)
Recorded in Long Beach, CA. Performers: Jerome Lawrence ; Robert E. Lee ; Janet Waldo ; James Hilton.

Series X: Speeches and addresses, 1960-1966
The series contains various speeches given by Lawrence and/or Lee. Included are speeches given on television programs and commencement ceremonies.
The series is arranged alphabetically.
Address to the Ohio Community Theatre Association., October 1961

*LT-7 1848 (1 sound tape reel : analog, 3 3/4 ips, acetate-based, mono. ; 7 in.)
Lawrence, Jerome, 1915-2004Lee, Robert Edwin, 1918-1994
Speakers: Jerome Lawrence ; Robert E. Lee.

Battelle speech / Jerome Lawrence,. June 1966

*LT-7 1843 (1 sound tape reel : analog ; 7 in.)
Radio programs--United StatesLawrence, Jerome, 1915-2004
Jerome Lawrence, speaker.

College report (Television program).

*LT-7 1844 (1 sound tape reel : analog, mono. ; 7 in.)
Wright, Robert, 1911-Lee, Robert Edwin, 1918-1994
Television program broadcast May, 1964. Robert E. Lee, speaker ; Bob Wright, commentator.

Confrontation (Television program),. May 31, 1964

*LT-7 1844 (1 sound tape reel : analog, mono. ; 7 in.)
Radio programs--United StatesWright, Robert, 1911-Lee, Robert Edwin, 1918-1994
Television panel program broadcast over the NBC network. Robert E. Lee, speaker ; Bob Wright, commentator.

Endorsement for John F. Kennedy / Robert Edwin Lee,. October 14, 1960

*LT-5 139 (1 sound tape reel : analog, 7 1/2 ips, mono. ; 5 in.)
Fonda, Henry, 1905-1982

Ideas on trial / Robert Edwin Lee,. December 1, 1966

*LT-7 1845 (1 sound tape reel : analog, 3 3/4 ips, paper-based, mono. ; 7 in.)
Lee, Robert Edwin, 1918-1994
Address given at Brigham Young University. Robert E. Lee, speaker.

Ohio State University commencement address / Jerome Lawrence,. June 7, 1963

*LT-7 1849 (1 sound tape reel : analog, 7 1/2 ips, paper-based, mono. ; 7 in.)
Lawrence, Jerome, 1915-2004
Jerome Lawrence, speaker.

Ohio State University conference,. June 1963

*LT-5 140 (1 sound tape reel : analog, 3 3/4 ips, acetate-based, mono. ; 5 in.)
Lawrence, Jerome, 1915-2004Lee, Robert Edwin, 1918-1994
Speakers: Jerome Lawrence ; Robert E. Lee.

Ohio State University scholarship address / Jerome Lawrence,. 1963

*LT-7 1850 (1 sound tape reel : analog, acetate-based, mono. ; 7 in.)
Lawrence, Jerome, 1915-2004
Jerome Lawrence, speaker.

Ohio Union post-commencement address / Jerome Lawrence,. June 7, 1963

*LT-7 1851 (1 sound tape reel : analog, 3 3/4 ips, acetate-based ; 7 in.)
Lawrence, Jerome, 1915-2004
Jerome Lawrence, speaker.
Panel discussion on Inherit the Wind (San Quentin, TX), November 1, 1962
*LT-7 1854 (1 sound tape reel : analog, 7 1/2 ips ; 7 in.)
Feinstein, Herbert
Lawrence, Jerome, 1915-2004
Lee, Robert Edwin, 1918-1994
On container: “Originator KPFA.” Panel includes Herbert Feinstein, Jerome Lawrence and Bob Lee; other panelists not indicated.

Speech at the Pocket Theatre (Cairo, Egypt) / Jerome Lawrence, May 18, 1964
*LT-7 1852
*LT-7 1853 (2 sound tape reels : analog, acetate-based ; 7 in.)
Lawrence, Jerome, 1915-2004
Speech given for the State Department of the United States. Jerome Lawrence, speaker.

University of California at Los Angeles seminar, 1964
*LT-7 1855 (1 sound tape reel : analog, acetate-based ; 7 in.)
Lawrence, Jerome, 1915-2004
Isherwood, Christopher
Speakers: Jerome Lawrence ; Christopher Isherwood.

The uses of anger / Robert Edwin Lee, July 11, 1965
*LT-7 1856 (1 sound tape reel : analog, 7 1/2 ips, acetate-based ; 7 in.)
Lee, Robert Edwin, 1918-1994
Sermon given by Bob Lee.

Series XI: Program reviews, 1958-1964
The majority of items in this series deal with the musical Mame
The series is arranged alphabetically.

The critics, September 21, 1958
*LT-7 1872 (1 sound tape reel : analog, 7 1/2 ips ; 7 in.)
Review of the musical Mame.

Discussion about the musical Mame / Rosalind Russell.
*LT-7 1870 (1 sound tape reel : analog, acetate-based ; 7 in.)
Russell, Rosalind
Rosalind Russell, speaker.

Mame. Creative discussion, August 24, 1964
*LT-5 142 (1 sound tape reel : analog, 3 3/4 ips ; 5 in.)
Lawrence, Jerome, 1915-2004
Lee, Robert Edwin, 1918-1994
Herman, Jerry
Speakers: Jerome Lawrence ; Robert E. Lee ; Jerry Herman.

Mame. Reviews.
*LT-5 143 (1 sound tape reel : analog, 3 3/4 ips, acetate-based ; 5 in.)
Compiled reviews of the musical Mame.

Only in Americareviews / Jean Dalrymple, November 19, 1959
*LT-7 1876 (1 sound tape reel : analog, acetate-based ; 7 in.)
Only in America (Musical)
Review aired on WNEW November 19 and 20.

The woman’s hour (Radio program).
*LT-7 1872 (1 sound tape reel : analog, 7 1/2 ips ; 7 in.)
Lillie, Beatrice
Bea Lillie is interviewed about the musical Mame.
Series XII: Assorted radio broadcasts, 1939-1951
The series includes single broadcasts of a variety of radio programs. Some radio programs represented in this series are: The Alfred Hitchcock Show; Columbia presents Corwin; Dear Hetty Hearthrob; Downbeat; Mail Call; Personal Album; and Songs by Sinatra. Some performers/speakers represented in this series are: Eddy Albert; Lionel Barrymore; Charles Boyer; Bing Crosby; Olivia DeHavilland; Jimmy Durante; Nelson Eddy; Judy Garland; Alvino Rey; Edward G. Robinson; Eleanor Roosevelt; Frank Sinatra; Harry S. Truman, and Orson Welles.
The collection is arranged alphabetically and chronologically.

The Alfred Hitchcock Show (Radio program), September 26, 1947
*LT-10 10195 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate, mono.; 16 in.)
Hitchcock, Alfred

American-Soviet Friendship Program. (Radio program), November 1, 1942
*LT-10 10167 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate, mono.; 16 in.)
Welles, Orson, 1915-1985De Havilland, OliviaHussey , RuthGrayson, Kathryn, 1922-
2010Bledsow, JuliesSakalov, Vladimir

Army Education Program (Radio program), 1944
*LT-10 10167 (1 sound disc : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate, mono.; 16 in.)

Army Readjustment, Redeployment. (Radio program), 1945
*LT-10 10169 (1 sound disc : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, mono.; 16 in.)

Army Readjustment, Redeployment. (Radio program), 1945
*LT-10 10169 (1 sound disc : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, mono.; 16 in.)
Guide to the
The Railroad hour, radio program [sound recording]

Series XII: Assorted radio broadcasts,. (cont.)

The biggest show in town (Radio program)., September 23, 1945
*LT-10 10179 (4 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate, mono. ; 16 in.)
CBS radio network broadcast. Performers: Dick Cutting ; Lionel Barrymore ; Jack Carson ; Jimmy Durante ; Jean Hersholt ; Gene Autry ; Hanley Stanford ; Penny Singleton ; Del Sharbutt ; Reginald Gardiner ; Ann Sothern ; Elvia Allman ; Joan Davis ; Andy Russell ; Knox Manning ; Tom Hanlon ; Frank Sinatra ; Don Ameche ; Ozzie Nelson ; Harriet Hilliard ; Ginny Simms ; Claudette Colbert ; Arthur Lake ; Nelson Eddy ; Edward Arnold ; Martin Hurt ; Garry Moore ; Agnes Moorehead ; Robert Armbruster. Chet Huntley, Harry von Zell, announcers ; Bill M. Roebson, director ; Axel Stordahl, Wilbur Hatch, conductors. Off line recording from KNX Los Angeles CA. Sub-titled: Stars in the afternoon. Preview of the 1945/46 CBS radio network season. Broadcast originates from The CBS Playhouse at Hollywood and Vine. Also from The CBS Vine Street Radio Theater. Access to original items restricted. Original in: *LJ-16 590, *LJ-16 591, *LJ-16 592, *LJ-16 593.Contents: What is America to me -- My rose of San Antone -- Great day / Vincent Youmans -- Till the end of time -- News Flash: Hirohito abdication -- You belong to my heart.

The Bob Baines Quartet (Radio program)., April 1950
*LT-10 10189 (1 sound disc : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate, mono. ; 16 in.)
Baines, BobMartin, RuthCollier, RalphSherman, RayDeNaude, Jud

Columbia presents Corwin (Radio program)., August 1, 1944
*LT-10 10164 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, glass-based acetate, mono. ; 16 in.)
Corwin, NormanGable, Martin

Columbia presents Corwin (Radio program)., August 1, 1944
*LJ-16 588
*LJ-16 589 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, glass-based acetate, mono. ; 16 in.)

Command Performance. (Radio program)., December 15, 1951
*LT-10 10200 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate, mono. ; 16 in.)

Conflict (Radio program)., 1946
*LT-10 10175 (1 sound disc : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate, mono. ; 16 in.)
Best, EdnaArmbruster, Robert
Series XII: Assorted radio broadcasts. (cont.)

Dear Hetty Hearthrob (Radio program), April 14, 1944
*L T-10 10199 (1 sound disc : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, mono. ; 16 in.)
Allman, Elvia; Fudd, Elmer; Bryan, Arthur Q.; Radcliff, Raymond; Sharpe, Don

Downbeat (Radio Program), 1945
*L T-10 10159 (1 sound disc : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, mono. ; 16 in.)
United States Armed Forces Orchestra

Downbeat (Radio Program), 1945
*L T-10 10159 (1 sound disc : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, mono. ; 16 in.)
United States Armed Forces Orchestra

The G.I. Bill of Rights. (Radio program), 1944
*L T-10 10166 (1 sound disc : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate, mono. ; 16 in.)

The G.I. Bill of Rights. (Radio program), 1944
*L T-10 10160 (1 sound disc : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, mono. ; 16 in.)
Robinson, Edward G

The G.I. Bill of Rights. (Radio program), 1944
*L T-10 10160 (1 sound disc : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, mono. ; 16 in.)

The G.I. Bill of Rights. (Radio program), 1945
*L T-10 10161 (1 sound disc : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, mono. ; 16 in.)

The Globe Theatre presents. (Radio Program), 1943
*L T-10 10169 (1 sound disc : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, mono. ; 16 in.)
Series XII: Assorted radio broadcasts. (cont.)

Information Special No. 8. (Radio program), 1945
*L T-10 10160 (1 sound disc : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, mono. ; 16 in.)
Truman, Harry S

The Japanese Soldier. (Radio program), 1944
*L T-10 10166 (1 sound disc : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate, mono. ; 16 in.)

Joe Hassel Sports (Radio program), September 30, 1949
*L T-10 10180 (1 sound disc : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate, mono. ; 16 in.)
Hassel, Joe

The journey of Trygvie Jones., September 25, 1949
*L T-10 10158 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate, mono. ; 16 in.)
Albert, Eddie
Swarthout, Gladys, 1904-Thomas, John Charles

The Juggler of Notre Dame. (Radio Program), December 1944
*L T-10 10162 (1 sound disc : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, mono. ; 16 in.)
Coleman, Ronald
Swarthout, Gladys
Thomas, John Charles

The lady vanishes (Radio program), 1945
*L T-10 10174 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate, mono. ; 16 in.)
Fontaine, Joan, 1917-2013
Hitchcock, Alfred
Marshall, Herbert, 1890-1966
McMurray, Fred
Gardner, Reginald
Owen, Reginald, 1887-1972
Whitey, Dame Mae
Slezak, Walter, 1902-1983
Wilson, Merideth
Armed Forces Radio Network. Copy of an off line recording. Performers: Joan Fontaine ; Herbert Marshall ; Fred McMurray ; Reginald Gardner ; Reginald Owen ; Dame Mae Whitey ; Walter Slezak. Alfred Hitchcock, director ; Merideth Wilson, conductor. Access to original items restricted. Original in: *LJ-16 616, *LJ-16 617.

Lenny Herman Quintet. (Radio program), May 13, 1950
*L T-10 10189 (1 sound disc : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate, mono. ; 16 in.)
Lenny Herman Quintet
Series XII: Assorted radio broadcasts. (cont.)

Mail Call. (Radio program)., 1944
*L T-10 10162 (1 sound disc : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, mono. ; 16 in.)
Turner, Lana, 1921-1995von Zell, HarryCooper, JerryHolts, LouNolan, BobSons of the Pioneers

Medicine at War. (Radio Program)., 1943
*L T-10 10161 (1 sound disc : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, mono. ; 16 in.)

Michele (Radio program)., August 8, 1950
*L T-10 10170 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate, mono. ; 16 in.)
Boyer, Charles, 1899-1978Stafford, HanleyGordon, GloriaMoran, BettySellby, SaraAinly, LynnPowers, MargoWilson, J. Donald

Michele (Radio program)., October 31, 1950
*L T-10 10170 (1 sound disc : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate, mono. ; 16 in.)

No laughing matter (Radio program)., May 1, 1950
*L T-10 10192 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate, mono. ; 16 in.)
Cantor, EddieHarris, Phil, 1906-Holm, CelesteHope, Bob, 1903-2003Peary , HalAverback, HyArmbruster, Robert

A Notebook on Belgium. (Radio program)., 1944
*L T-10 10166 (1 sound disc : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, glass-based acetate, mono. ; 16 in.)

Our Japanese Enemy No. 1 (Radio Program)., May 1945
*L T-10 10160 (1 sound disc : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, mono. ; 16 in.)
Personal Album (Radio Program), 1943

*LT-10 10159 (1 sound disc : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, mono. ; 16 in.)
Performer: Dinah Shore. Access to original items restricted. Original in: *LK-16 552.Contents:
Great day / Vincent Youmans -- Night and day / Cole Porter -- That old black magic -- Easter parade / Irving Berlin -- Why don't you do right.

Personal Album (Radio Program), 1943

*LT-10 10159 (1 sound disc : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, mono. ; 16 in.)
Medley: Pack up your troubles. K.K.K.Katy -- It's a long way to Tipperary -- Inky Dinky parlez vous -- The land of my dreams.
Janis, Elsie, 1889-1956
When Yankee doodle learns to parlez vous -- I don't want to get well -- Medley: Pack up your troubles. K.K.K.Katy. It's a long way to Tipperary -- Inky Dinky parlez vous -- The land of my dreams.

The saint (Radio program), September 5, 1945

*LT-10 10171 (1 sound disc : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate, mono. ; 16 in.)
Ahearn, Brian Burke, Helen Halin, Pat Stevens, Leith, 1909-1970
CBS radio network broadcast. Copy of an off line recording from KNX Los Angeles, CA.

Shilling for Luck. (Radio program), 1944

*LT-10 10163 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, mono. ; 16 in.)
Armed Forces Radio Service broadcast. Series H-9. Program No. 47. Performers: Ronald Coleman ; Francho Tone ; Gene Kelly ; Edna Best ; Ken Carpenter ; Ed Gardner ; Sir Aubry Smith ; Freddie Bartholomew ; Lon McCalister ; Shirley Temple ; Nigel Bruce ; Edmund Gwen.

The sky over Britain (Radio program), 1941

*LT-10 10168 (1 sound disc : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, mono. ; 16 in.)
Bartholomew, Freddie, 1924-1992 Moran, Peggy, 1918-2002

Slim and the Colonel (Radio program), September 16, 1948

*LT-10 10189 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate, mono. ; 16 in.)
Stewart, Jimmy
Guide to the
The Railroad hour, radio program [sound recording]

Series XII: Assorted radio broadcasts, (cont.)

Songs by Sinatra (Radio program),. April 23, 1947
*LT-10 10178 (1 sound disc : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate, mono. ; 16 in.)
Sinatra, Frank, Powell, Jane, Berlin, Irving, Stordahl, Axel, Miller, Marvin, Pied Pipers (Musical group)

Songs by Sinatra (Radio program),. May 28, 1947
*LT-10 10178 (1 sound disc : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate, mono. ; 16 in.)
Sinatra, Frank, Powell, Jane, Mercer, Johnny, Stordahl, Axel, Miller, Marvin, Goss, Frank, Arlen, Harold, 1905-1986, Mercer, Johnny, Pied Pipers (Musical group)

Special V.J. Day Show. (Radio Program),. September 2, 1945
*LT-10 10173 (1 sound disc : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, mono. ; 16 in.)

Stop the story (Radio program),. November 3, 1948
*LT-10 10192 (2 sound discs : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate, mono. ; 16 in.)
Conrad, William, 1919-Freburn-Smith, Thomas, Lawrence, Jerome, 1915-2004, Manning, Knox, Rimandi, Dion

Suspense (Radio program),. May 15, 1947
*LT-10 10171 (1 sound disc : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate, mono. ; 16 in.)
Mitchum, Robert, Croft, Mary Jane, Bradley, Truman

United Nations Day Special. (Radio program),. October 24, 1950
*LT-10 10161 (1 sound disc : analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate, mono. ; 16 in.)
Burr, Raymond
Series XII: Assorted radio broadcasts

United Nations Day birthday story. October 24, 1949
*LT-10 10158 (1 sound disc: analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate, mono.; 16 in.)
Coleman, RonaldRickenbacker, Eddie, 1890-1973Roosevelt, EleanorLee, Trygvie

V.E. Day Program. (Radio program). May 1945
*LT-10 10173 (1 sound disc: analog, 33 1/3 rpm, mono.; 16 in.)

War: made in the U.S.A. (Radio program). 1939
*LT-10 10168 (1 sound disc: analog, 33 1/3 rpm, mono.; 16 in.)

Waymond the wonesome wynosiwus.
*LT-7 1842 (1 sound tape reel: analog, 3 3/4 ips, mono.; 7 in.)
Bryan, Arthur Q
On container "This version is longer than the version prepared for the Armed Forces Radio Service".

Yellow Jack (Radio program). September 1949
*LT-10 10180 (1 sound disc: analog, 33 1/3 rpm, aluminum-based acetate, mono.; 16 in.)

Series XIII: Non-radio materials

Items in this series range from the 1954 to 1960, and include sound portions of television programs, and selections from various Lawrence and Lee productions not related to radio. The series is arranged alphabetically.

Inherit the wind. December 28, 1954
*LT-10 10165 (4 sound tape reels: analog, 3 3/4 ips, acetate-based, mono.; 7 in.)

Insight (Television program).
*LT-7 1838 (1 sound tape reel: analog, acetate-based, mono.; 7 in.)
Lee, Robert Edwin, 1918-1994Williams, Rhys, 1892-1969Contos, Leon
Television program recorded from CBS-TV. First program in series. "Insight St. Paul" - leader tape.

Letter to Robert E. Lee / C.M. Lee
*LJ-7 70
Audio letter to Robert E. Lee from his father, C.M. Lee.
Series XIII: Non-radio materials.. (cont.)

**Mame. Switchboard routine / Jerry Herman.**
*LT-7 1873 (1 sound tape reel : analog, 15 ips ; 7 in.)
Lillie, Beatrice
Performer: Beatrice Lillie.
**Shangri-La.**, October 24, 1960
*LT-7 1839
*LT-7 1840
*LT-7 1841 (3 sound tape reels : analog, 7 1/2 ips, acetate-based, mono. ; 7 in.)
Lee, Robert Edwin, 1918-1994
Lawrence, Jerome, 1915-2004
Sponsored by Hallmark.